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Category: 1851 Exhibition of All Nations (1 to 3)
The London Crystal Palace - the First World's Fair

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 1 - Map, "Jacob's Strangers Guide Map of London for 1851." in its original cardboard holder.
The map shows "Hyde Park" and the "exhibition" building on the left with the "River Thames"
running through the bottom right. Above are the streets, "Oxford Street Holborn", "Fleet", "Trafalgar
Sq.", with "Pentonville" and "New Road" at the top of the map. The cardboard case has the label
"Jacob's Registered Guide Map of London". The map has areas of green, red, purple and brown. An
interesting early map. Size: 9 3/8" wide by 4 7/8" high. The cardboard holder: 2 1/8" wide by 2 5/8"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine with one small hole on the fold in the river and only a little
browning in a couple of fold areas. The cardboard holder is separated on the bottom and left side. It
has all its original paper cover and label with a couple of light spots and the label has wear.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 2 - Hard Cover Book "Remembrances of the Great Exhibition." Inside are 20 color engravings
of the exterior and interior of the exhibition. The cover page describes the book "Remembrances of
The Great Exhibition complete in Twenty Views, Beautifully Engraved on Steel, from Drawings
made on the spot. Including A General History of its origin, progress, and close, and a pleasing
description of each department illustrated. By Edward Concanen, Esq". On the bottom of the page in
small writing is "H. Mandeville, Paris." & "Ackerman & Co. & Read & Co. London". Size: 14 3/4"
wide by 10 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, there are some spots on the pages but they are generally
light and not too large.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 75

Lot # 3 - "The Illustrated Exhibitor", a small magazine that describes in detail the different exhibits
at the Crystal Palace. This issue is "No. 3", published on "June 21, 1851" and covers "Machinery in
the Crystal Palace". Section 1 is "Locomotives". There are a couple of pictures of locomotives.
Section 2 is "Fine Arts in the Crystal Palace", with more pictures. The back cover (pictured above)
folds out to show "The Opening of the Great Exhibition by Her Most Gracious Majesty, on May The
1st, 1851." Size: 6 3/8" wide by 9 3/4" high. Condition: Fair, 2 pages have been ripped out (4 pages
are missing). The cover and inside pages are stained at the top. Still a rare publication.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Category: 1853 New York Crystal Palace (4 to 4)
The First World's Fair held in the United States. The New York Crystal Palace was located on 5th Avenue and 42nd Street, also known
as Bryant Park.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 4 - Engraving of "The American Crystal Palace of New York". This was engraved by
"Capewell & Kimmel." This was probably removed from a book. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 5 5/16" high.
Condition: Fine, there are some stains on the edges and the bottom is rough where it was removed
from something.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$1

Category: 1855 Paris L'Exposition Universelle (5 to 5)
Picture

Description
Lot # 5 - Brass Medal. Obverse: "Exposition Universelle" written around the top with a wreath
inside. In the center is "Medaille Unique D'Honneur 1855" which means 'Single Medal of Honor".
Reverse: Blank. Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear and overall age
toning.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Minimum
Bid

$ 20

Category: 1873 Vienna International Exposition (6 to 6)
Picture

Description
Lot # 6 - Brass shell with picture of the fair building with "Weltausstellung Wien 1873" written
below. This is probably the lid from a powder box. Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine
with a few spots of corrosion. Nice detail on building.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Minimum
Bid

$ 10

Category: 1876 Centennial Exposition (7 to 15)
This World's Fair commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of the United States was held in Philadelphia Pennsylvania.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 7 - Ironstone Bread Plate with brown transfer of "Art Gallery" (Memorial Hall) in the center
with "Centennial" written at the top. Around the edge of the plate in raised letters is "Give Us This
Day", "Our Daily Bread". The bottom is marked "Ironstone China", "I Davis". Size: 12" wide by
10". Condition: Very Fine, overall crazing, a couple of minor flaws in the glaze and some of the gold
gilt is worn off the edge. Estimate: $ 250 - $ 350

$ 100

Lot # 8 - China Cup with black transfer image of the "Horticultural Hall". Size: 3 3/8" diameter by 3
1/16" tall. Condition: Good, there is a large chip out of the rim just above the picture of the building.
The chip does cut into the roof of the building.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 9 - Small bronze medal. Obverse: "Memorial medal" with image of Independence Hall.
Reverse: Has the words "Struck Within the International Exhibition 1876". There is a small hole
drilled in top center that does not appear to be original. Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine
with age toning and a couple of black marks.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 10 - Large 3" Chocolate Bronze award medal "Awarded by United States Centennial
Commission International Exhibition, Philadelphia, MDCCCLXXVI.". The reverse pictures a robed
female figure with shield with eagle and flag embossed. There are stars around the edge. Size: 3:
diameter with a 3/8" thick edge. Condition: Very Good, there are several nicks around the female
figure. Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 11 - Metal shell with raised image of the "Art Gallery" in the center with "1776" above and
"1876" below. Size: 2 3/8" wide by 1 5/8" high. Condition: Very Good with overall wear and some
bending and a crack in the metal.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 12 - Clothing button with embossed brass shell in the center picturing "Main Building
International Exhibition", "Philadelphia 1876". Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine, wear to finish
of brass, brass is a little bent and the outer ring is age toned.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 13 - Clothing button made out of Turtle Shell with silver inlay picturing the Main Building
with "Philadelphia" written below and "1876" above. Size: 1 5/16" diameter. Condition: Fair, large
chips off the sides and even a little silver missing at 7 o'clock.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 14 - Clothing button with raised picture of the "Art Gallery Centennial Exhibition",
"Philadelphia 1876". This button is made of a embossed brass shell affixed to a steel backing. Size:
7/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with light wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 15 - Single admission "Package Ticket" to admit one person to the "United States International
Exhibition" held in "Philadelphia" from "May 10th" to "Nov. 10th". Ticket number "78976" stamped
in red in the lower left corner. Signed at the bottom by David G. Yates, "Gen'l. Manager, Dept. of
Admissions". Over stamped in Red is "Fifty Cents". Reverse side, printed in black, has an image of a
seated woman with a sword in one hand and a branch in the other with an eagle beside her. Printed at
top "Good for One Admission at Money Gates.", "Void After November 10th 1876." size: 2 5/16" x
3 13/16" Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Category: 1878 Paris Exposition Universelle (16 to 16)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 16 - Jewel Box with multicolor picture of the Trocadero with "Exposition Universelle 1878"
written above the building. The picture is painted enamel on the glass top. The sides of the box are
brass, decorated with raised symbols that look like hieroglyphics (but are not). The bottom has 4 ball
feet. Inside is just a metal bottom. Size: 3 1/8" wide by 2 1/4" deep by 1 1/4" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a little wear to the top and overall age toning on the brass sides. The Picture on
the top has nice bright colors.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 38

Category: 1889 Paris Universal Exposition (17 to 17)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 17 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Miss France holding a scale of justice in one hand and pouring
out a cornucopia into a machine with the other. To the left is a cherub holding holly over Miss
France's head. There is a ribbon around the cherub with "1889" and "1789" written on it. Several
symbols of industry are in the background. Reverse: In the center is a side view of the buildings in
the fair. Around the edge above is "Ministere des Finances". Under the buildings is "Administration
des Monnaies et Medailles". Both sides are signed "Louis Bottee" Size: 2" diameter by 3/16" thick.
Condition: Excellent with nice overall age toning. Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

Category: 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (18 to 117)
Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Held in Chicago, Illinois
For Medal references:
Eglit refers to Eglit's Book on Columbian Exposition Medals as revised by Hoffman.
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen as revised by Hoffman, Hayes, Brecher and Dean.
McGlothlin refers to Chris McGlothlin's "World's Fair Spoons" Book

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 18 - "Building Blocks" Puzzle made by "McLoughlin Bros., New York". The cover has "The
World's Fair" written above a multicolor picture of Machinery Hall. Inside are 12 cubes that when
assembled creates 6 different images of buildings from the fair. Included in the set are 6 multicolor
lithographs each picturing the buildings as they should appear when they are assembled. Size: Box is
10 7/8" wide by 8 5/16" high by 2 3/4" thick. Condition: Fine to Very Fine. The box is a little soiled
and slightly pushed in near the bottom of the cover. The blocks are bright colors with some edge and
corner damage as well as some paper damage from age and a few light spots. The 6 lithographs are
all creased with one torn and missing paper and has tape residue and another has a torn off piece but
that piece is included. Remember, this was a child's toy and this one was certainly played with.
Estimate: $ 500 - $ 700

$ 250

Lot # 19 - "Columbus A Puzzle" made by "Milton Bradley Co. Springfield, Mass." The cover has a
multicolor lithograph picturing Columbus, the ships of the Caravel and "1492", "1892". Inside are 8
small blocks with letters that spell Columbus. The goal is to move the blocks in such a manner that
you end up with Columbus spelled correctly on the bottom. A sheet is included that tells how to
solve the puzzle (but I am sure the buyer will be able to solve this puzzle without the instructions).
Size: Box is 5 1/4" wide by 5 5/8" high by 11/16" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little
damage to the box top. The inside is clean. The solution page has some spots and edge tears.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 20 - Pop-up Toy printed in multicolor lithography. The cover has "World's Columbian
Exposition Chicago 1893" at the top and shows a bird's eye view of the fair. On the left is
"Columbus", an American Flag and an eagle holding a ribbon with "E Pluribus Unum" written on it.
There are 4 pop-ups in the series, and this is Roman numeral "I" as shown in the top right corner.
The bottom of the cover identifies the buildings that pop up when opened. The buildings are "1.
Machinery. 2. Administration Building. 3. Illinois State Building. 4 Forestry Building." In small
print at the bottom is "Patented June 26, 1883" and "Registered. Printed in Germany." When opened
3 layers pop-up picturing the buildings that are listed on the front. Size: 10 1/4" high x 12 1/8" wide.
Condition: Very Fine, there is paper loss to the top left corner of the cover. The corners at the bottom
(where it opens) are damaged. Inside there is a little paper loss to the top of 2 trees on the front layer
(not really noticeable). There are some spots on the large picture in the back.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 21 - Metal bank in the shape of a safe. In the center of the front is a knob to put in the
combination. Above the knob "No. 10 White City" with "Puzzle Safe" below. There is an image of
the Administration building on the two sides and the Ferris wheel on the back. Above the Ferris
wheel is a slot for coins. On the bottom is "Nicol & Co. Mfrs. Chicago." Size: 4 1/8" tall by 2 3/4"
wide by 2 3/4" deep. Condition: Very Good. There is a crack on the left side. The finish is worn.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 22 - "Bryant and May's" "Wax Vestas" Tin. A multicolor lithographed picture of the
"Agricultural Building" is pictured on the top with "Chicago World's Fair 1893" written in tiny
letters at the bottom. The rest of the tin is decorated in red white and blue with stars along with
"Bryant & May's London". There are no matches. Size: 2 1/4" wide by 1 1/2" deep by 1/2" thick.
Condition: Extremely Fine. The picture of the building is beautiful but there are some scratches
around the sides and edges. (These tins are usually in bad shape, this one is very nice).
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 23 - Set of 6 cardboard fans, each with a multicolor lithograph of a different building pictured
on it. The buildings are "Horticultural Hall", "Pier and Casino", "Machinery Hall", "Manufactures &
Liberal Arts", "Mines Building" and "Gallery of Fine Arts". On the back it states that these fans were
given out by the "New York Pork Store" when you purchased 25 Cents worth of product (they are
listed on the back too). Size: 11 1/4" tall by 6 1/4" wide. Condition: Good to Very Good, they all
have varying degrees of spotting, 3 are missing a point on the bottom, 2 are bent and cracked. Still
an uncommon set.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 24 - "Silk Souvenir Reeled at the World's Columbian Exposition", "by the Woman's Silk
Culture Association of the U. S. Philadelphia, PA.". This is a box that contains wound up silk
threads and 4 cocoons. Size: Box is 4 1/8" wide by 2 3/4" deep by 1" thick. Condition: The box is
Fine- with some paper loss to the edge, soiling on the top and ripples in the paper on the box top.
The silk items inside are nice and clean.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 25 - Pencil Box with a multicolored lithographed paper top marked "Columbian Exposition
Chicago 1893" picturing the Government Building. Paper top is also marked "made in Germany".
Inside are various writing implements that may not be original. Size: 8 1/2 inches wide by 2 1/2
inches deep by 1 1/2 inch high. Condition: Fine, there are some scuff marks to the picture on the top.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 26 - Complete Deck of Playing Cards in the original box. The "World's Fair Souvenir Playing
Cards" made by "The Winters Art Ltho Co. 1117 The Rookery. Chicago, Ill." The deck includes 54
multicolor lithographed cards, each picturing a building or an aerial view of the fair grounds. There
are 2 extra cards, one pictures Uncle Sam and the other is an advertisement for the manufacturer.
Size: Box is 2 9/16" wide by 3 3/8" high by 3/4" thick. Condition: Cards are Excellent and look to be
unplayed with. Box is Good with tape on all the edges and missing all four small flaps. (The large
edge flaps are present on both ends.)
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 27 - Small boat made from seashells. The boat body and sail are made from shell with metal
base, mast and anchor. On the sail is written "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1983" in
cursive script. There is also a painted floral design on the sail. The front of the boat has a metal owl's
head on it. Size: aprox. 3" long by 1 3/8" wide by 3 high. Condition: Excellent, but I believe that
something was on the inside, sitting on a small metal post (possibly a cork), but now there is just the
post.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 28 - Sterling Silver Button hook. On one side Bust of "Columbia". On the other side is an
Eagle perched on a globe with "1893" written in the globe. Marked "Sterling" on the edge. This is a
rare souvenir. Size: 9/16" wide by 2 3/4" long. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 29 - Metal Luggage Tag with its original leather strap. One side pictures the "Administration
Building". The other side pictures the globe with "Columbian Exposition Chicago, Ill" written
inside. Above is "Owner Name Inside", "Pat. Applied for". At the bottom is "1492 U.S.A. 1892".
Inside is a card with "Mrs. L. J. Wecht" name and address. Size: Tag: 2 3/4" long by 1 3/16" wide.
With strap length is 5 7/8" long. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear to the front and a couple of
stains on the leather.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 30 - Glass Paperweight with raised image of aerial view of the "World's Columbian Exposition
1893". The image is painted in a brownish gold tone. Size: 4 7/16" wide by 2 5/8". Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 31 - Mauchline "Needle Case" with a picture of the "Women's Palace", "Souvenir Chicago
Exhibition 1893." Size: 2 1/8" tall by 1" diameter in the center. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 32 - A Hardbound Folder "The World's Fair in Water Colors. By C. Graham" with 23
Multicolor Lithographs (on 22 pages) of the fair and a 4 page folder that compares the 1893 fair to
earlier fairs and then describes each picture. The cover is covered in blue cloth and printed in gold.
Size: Lithographs: 11 7/8" by 8 7/8". Overall: 9 1/4" wide by 12" high. Condition: Overall Fine.
There is damage to the edges of several of the pictures and light soiling.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

Lot # 33 - Spring loaded coin holder. Has a space for dimes, quarters and 2 spaces for nickels. In the
center is "World's Fair 1893." The back has a patent date. Size: 1 7/8" square by 5/8" thick.
Condition: Fine, there is wear on the numbers and spots on the finish.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 34 - Silver toned metal stamp box or pill box. On the top is a raised image of the "Fleet of
Columbus" picturing the 3 ships of the Caravel with "1492", "1892", "World's Fair Souvenir",
"Chicago" written above. To open this box you raise the whole lid (the last stamp box I sold opened
at the end similar to a match safe). Size: 1 5/8" wide" by 1 3/8" by 3/8" thick. Condition: Extremely
Fine with overall age toning. Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 35 - Reverse Painted Glass Wall plaque with a multicolor picture of "Manufacturing & Liberal
Arts Bld'g. World's Fair. 1893." The reverse disk is surrounded by a decorative boarder. At the
bottom of the plaque is a curled piece where something can be hung. There is a hook on the back for
hanging on the wall. Size: 5" wide by 5 3/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is some flaking in
the center and a minor flake in the sky.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 36 - Sepia Photograph of the "Ferris Wheel World's Fair 1893" in a round holder on a metal
standing frame. The metal frame that has a design hammered into it and a stand attached to the back.
Size: Overall 4 3/4" wide by 7" high. The Ferris Wheel image is 3 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine,
the picture is darkened with age and the frame has overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 37 - Fan with multicolor lithographed aerial view of the fair grounds. "World's Columbian
Exposition Fan" is written at the bottom of the picture. Size: Open: 24 1/4" wide by 13 1/8" high.
Condition: Very Good. The colors are strong, but there is a tear on a fold that is half way up and
some other minor paper separations at the folds. There is also a stain on the last fold on the left.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 38 - Small shovel given out by "Beckwith's Round Oak", "Dowagiac Mich." And marked
"World's Fair 1893". Round Oak made stoves and it seems that this was a sample of the shovel you
would use to put coal into your Round Oak Stove. Size: 5 1/4" long by 1 1/8" wide. Condition:
Extremely Fine, some spots and age toning (will probably clean off). Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 39 - Silk Ribbon with the words and music of "The Star Spangled Banner." with the American
Flag at the top. At the bottom is a star and a hanging tassel. (Rossen pg 56 # 2). Size: 13 1/2" high
including tassel by 2 3/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 40 - Silk Stevensgraph ribbon in full color and black and white. The ribbon shows George
Washington in black and white with "The Father of his Country." written below. At the bottom is an
American Shield with "E Pluribus Unum" in a ribbon above. Size: 7" high by 2 1/8" wide.
Condition: Fine, some light brown spots, no tassel and a string was put through the top a very long
time ago.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 41 - Silk Ribbon picturing the "Landing of Columbus Oct 12th 1492" above American Flags
with an eagle perched on them. At top is "400th Anniversary", "In Commemoration of the Discovery
of America 1492". Size: 8 3/4" high by 2 1/2" wide. Condition: Very Fine, there are a couple of pin
holes at the top and a pin through 2 of them.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 42 - Heart Shaped Fiberglass keepsake with "World's Fair 1893" printed on the front. Both the
front and the back are made of woven fiberglass with a braided fiberglass border around the edge. In
the front is a fiberglass bow. Inside are 2 pieces of cloth also cut into a heart shape. Probably from
the Libby exhibit. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with a 1/4" cut near the
bottom and a little discoloration (Note: writing is clearer than in picture, the picture is a little washed
out). Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 17

Lot # 43 - Straight Razor with etched picture of a line of buildings with Machinery Hall in the center
and "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893" under the picture and "1492" and "1892" above
the picture. The blade is housed in a black plastic (celluloid ?). The razor was made by "H. Boker
and Co", "Germany". The razor is in the original box. Box is marked "H.B. & Co." Size: 6 5/8" long
by 7/8" at the widest. Box is 6 7/8" long by 1 1/4" wide by 5/8" thick. Condition: Razor is Extremely
Fine. Box is Fine with some expected wear. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 44 - Leather Change Purse with Metal Top. The top pictures Columbus sighting land in the
oval in the center with the following pictured in the corners: American Flag, block and tackle,
anchor and compass. Size: 3 5/8" wide by 1 3/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine with a hole about 1/2"
wide in the side of the leather.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 45 - Leather purse with metal top that reads "World's Fair Chicago." In the corners of the top
are anchors and on the left side is a crest and on the right side an eagle is sitting on an American
Shield. The center has rollers for pushing the coins into the purse. The top has a push button metal
clasp. Just above the clasp is printed "Pat. Jan 10 '93." There is a leather pouch below. Size: Top is 2
3/4" wide by 1 3/4" deep. The pouch extends down about 1 1/4". Condition: The top is Very Fine,
but the pouch is Good with a 1 inch long hole on the seem and overall wear to the outside of the
leather.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 46 - Metal pin cushion in the shape of a Woman's Shoe. Written on the bottom in a raised
image of a ribbon is "Souvenir World's Exposition Chicago 1893". Size: 4 1/2" long by 1 1/4" wide
by 1 1/2" tall. Condition: Very Fine, it shows a little wear and aging overall. (Usually the cushion is
missing.)
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 47 - Round Brass Box in the shape of a stack of gold coins. The top has an image of Columbus
with "Christopher Columbus", "1492 - Chicago, U.S.A.-1892." The bottom says "Pat. Appl'd For."
This item has a hinge at the back and opens at the top. Size: 1" tall by 1 5/16" diameter. Condition:
Very Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 48 - Round Metal Box with flower decorations all the way around the side. There is a handle
on one side. The top is etched with leaves and "World's Fair 1893". Size: 3 1/4" diameter by 7/8"
thick (the handle is not included in the measurements). Condition: Very Fine. There is overall age
toning and there appears to be missing a small piece of metal under the lid that would lock the top
closed.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 49 - Stanhope in a vegetable ivory letter opener. The stanhope pictures "The Administration
Building, World's Fair Chicago 1893", "Manufactured in France". There is nice carving along the
top of the letter opener and on the blade is printed in red "Chicago Exhibition 1893". Size: 8 1/4"
long by 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent overall. The stanhope is Excellent. The vegetable ivory
has light aging. The writing on the blade is a little faded and worn.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 50 - Wooden Beer Foam Scraper with a coat of arms and written in Spanish is "And a new
pilot will discover a new world 1492" (this is translated on the back in handwritten script) on the
thick part and "Chicago 1893" in the narrow part (the part used to remove the foam from the glass.)
This scrapper was also made with the writing in English. Size: 9 3/4" long by 1 1/2" at the widest.
Condition: Extremely Fine with a bit of wear in spots.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 51 - Clear Glass Tumbler with etched picture of the "Woman's Building". Above the building
is "World's Fair". Size: 2 3/4" diameter by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 52 - Eight sided china plate with multicolor picture of "Machinery Hall World's Fair Chicago."
Size: 4 3/4" wide by 4 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, very slight wear to the gold
decorations.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 16

Lot # 53 - Small Bowl with color image of the "Electrical Building" written in a banner at bottom.
Red decorative pattern around outside of bowl. Back of bowl has marking in brown "L.S.&S.
Germany" and impression "T7". The shape is uncommon. Size: 5 3/8" diameter by 1 1/8" high.
Condition: Very Good, there is a small chip on the edge, overall crazing and light browning on the
bottom.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 54 - China plate with black transfer image of the "Lagoon Looking South". Around the edge
are flowers. On the back it is marked "Porcelaine Opaque" "Bridgewood and Sons, England". Size: 8
3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with overall crazing, a couple of tiny spots and a spot of glaze
worn off the bottom rim where it touches the table. The image is bright and strong.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 55 - White China Saucer with black transfer picture of "The Electrical Building.", "World's
Exposition, Chicago, 1893". There is no cup. Size: 5 3/8" diameter. Condition: Very Good, there is a
2 1/2" crack that has browned at the upper left of the picture (the crack is visible on both sides).
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 56 - "The World's Fair combination Needle and Toilet Pin Case". The cardboard case opens to
have 2 flaps, one pictures "Columbus at the Court of Spain" and the other "Marriage of Pocahontas
the Indian Princess to John Rolfe in Virginia 1613". Opened it shows 3 pages of needs and pins.
(Rossen pg 139 #1). Size: Closed: 4 5/8" wide by 7 1/4" high. Open: 13 3/8" wide by 7 1/4" high.
Condition: Very Good. One fold is ripped half way up, there is some paper loss, one small needle
holder inside is missing and only a few needles remain.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 57 - Small Paper Needle Case with multicolor lithographed picture of "Columbus 1492" and
"Columbia 1892" with a building in between and above "Columbian Exposition Easy Threading".
Inside is a gold label telling how wonderful these needles are. Size: 1 3/4" wide by 15/16" high.
Condition: Good, there are tears and holes in the cover. The cover is separated from the back. There
are no needles.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 58 - Round Aluminum Tray with raised image of "Cristobal Colon" with "World's Columbian
Exposition" written above the image. Around the boarder is a wreath. Size: 4 1/8" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine with spotting to the surface.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 59 - Embossed circular white metal plate with six vignettes around outside edge. Image of the
"Administration Building", the "Art Place", "Woman's Building", "Manufacturers Liberal Arts
Building", "U.S. Government Building", and "Agricultural Building". In center is head of
"Columbus" facing right. Banner under Columbus" reads "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago".
The dates "1492 and "1893" are under the ribbon. Size: 7" diameter. Condition: Fine with wear and
overall age toning. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 60 - Pot Medal Tray with etching in the center "World's Fair 1893". Size: 3 5/8" wide by 6
5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with some bending (but not broken) and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 61 - Metal Tray with picture of the "Machinery Hall" in the center with "World's Fair Chicago
1892-3" above. The corners have an art nouveau decoration. Size: 2 3/4" square. Condition: Good,
the center of each edge is broken.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 62 - Hemmed piece of cloth (hemmed on 2 sides, top and bottom) with picture of "The
Administration Building" in the middle surrounded by a circle with "World's Columbian Exposition
Chicago, 1893" written in surrounding circle. There are 4 vignettes with buildings in them, one in
each corner: "Electrical Building", Naval Exhibit", "Art Palace" and "Machinery Hall. Around the
image in the center are 24 flags from different countries. Made by "Cocheco M'f'g Co. Lawrence &
Co., Ag'ts". This is the same pattern used to make the quilt. Size: 24 1/4" wide by 22 3/4" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine with a few spots and nice strong color.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 63 - Cabinet Photo of "The Ferris Wheel, Midway Plaisance, World's Columbian Exposition,
Chicago, 1893." Size: 4 1/4" wide by 6 9/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little fading to picture
and a little staining, and a couple of light creases.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 64 - Cabinet Photo of the bottom of the Ferris Wheel behind the "Vaudeville" building on the
Midway Plaisance" Size: Image 3 1/2" wide by 4 3/4" high. Overall: 5 3/8" wide by 6 3/8" high.
Condition: Fine, some fading and a little light soiling.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 65 - Photo mounted on card of the Horticultural Building with the Ferris Wheel in the
background. On the bottom is small writing "Harrison." and Chicago." The back is marked
"Compliments Bunte Brothers, Chicago". Size: Card: 6 1/4" wide by 4 3/4" high. Image: 4 3/4" wide
by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 66 - Set of 12 photos each attached to a cardboard backing. They are photos are several of the
buildings on the fair grounds including: The Ferris Wheel (it has damage to the image), Agriculture,
Horticultural, Government, street views with several buildings and more. The photos are unmarked.
Size: Card: 6 1/2" wide by 4 3/16" high. Image: 4 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Very Good,
the photos are faded, soiled and stained and the cards are soiled and stained.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 67 - Glass Slide with a side view of the Ferris Wheel. The slide was produced by "T.H.
McAllister, Manufacturing Optician", "49 Nassau Street, New York." On the label is hand written
"20784 a Ferris Wheel from roof of Kilauea (sic)" Size: 4" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 68 - Glass slide with a large image of the Ferris Wheel. There is a sticker on the side with
"Ferris Wheel Midway Plaisance" written on it. There are no other markings on the slide (unless
they are under the sticker). Size: 4" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little
fogging or dirt in the image.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 69 - Glass Bead with reverse image of Machinery Hall with "Exposition Chicago 1893."
printed across the bottom. Size: 3/4" square. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 70 - Elongated Dime with "Columbian 1893 Exposition" in raised letters with no stars on one
side. On the reverse you can clearly see the date "1891", but the seated liberty and the lettering is
hard to make out. Size: 1 1/16" wide by 3/4". Condition: Extremely Fine with a little tarnish.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 71 - Clothing Stud with bust of "Columbus" in the center and "World's Fair Chicago 1893"
written around the edge. The bottom of the stud is marked "Germany". The background has white
enamel paint. Size: 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with nice even age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 72 - Silvered Brass charm of the cut out bust of Columbus. Eglit #235. Reverse: "1492 World's
Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893". This never had a loop. Size: 1 1/4" tall by 1" wide.
Condition: Very Fine, there is wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 73 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #51. Obverse: Landing of Columbus in center with "1492" below.
Around the rim is "Dedicated to the American People in Honor of the 400th Anniversary of
Discovery of America" & "United We Stand Divided We Fall". Reverse: The bust of Miss "Liberty"
with stars all around & "1892" below. This medal is in a round box that is 1/8" larger diameter than
the medal. Size: 1 15/16" diameter. Condition: Medal is Excellent+. The box top has no apron.
Estimate: $ 125 - $ 175

$ 60

Lot # 74 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #219. Obverse: In the center is a full view of the "Michigan
Building". Around the building with reeded edge "World's Columbian Exposition". At bottom
"Childs Chicago" (the maker of the medal). Reverse: Around edge "Michigan World's Fair Board".
In center "I. M. Weston Pres. E. H. Belden Vice Pres. J. W. Flynn Treas. Peter White Mrs. J. S.
Valentine" & more names. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 75 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit # 62. Obverse pictures the "The Santa Maria" sailing left with 2
ships in background and legend "Columbus in sight of the New World." Reverse pictures 3 fair
buildings in 3 horizontal segments. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Would be Excellent except for
3 small light scratches around 3 o'clock on obverse.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 76 - Large Type Medal. Obverse: Raised image of "Columbus". Reverse: Raised image
"Masonic Temple Chicago" in the center. Around building "Highest Building in the World",
"Chicago, U.S.A.". It also has written "Observatory 302 Feet", "16 Elevators", "16000 tons of
fireproofing", "6200 tons of Steel", "Erected 1890". It comes in a felt lined wooden box that may or
may not be original however, the medal fits exactly. Size: medal is 2 3/4" diameter by 5/16" thick.
Condition: Extremely Fine. Box is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 77 - Heavy Type Metal Medal, (Similar to Eglit # 226, has the same Obverse). Obverse: High
Relief of the "Administration Building". Around the building is "World's Columbian Exposition",
"Chicago 1893". Reverse: Raised image of "The Ferris Wheel" with "Highest Point of Wheel, 264
Feet." written to the left of the picture and "Total weight of Wheel, levers and machinery 4800
Tons." written to the right. Size: 2 3/4" diameter by 3/8" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine, there are
a couple of nicks in the rim. The raised pictures are beautiful.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 78 - Brass shell with Columbus pictured in the center with "1492" to the left and "1892" to the
right. Around the edge is "The World's Columbian Exposition", "Chicago 1893". I can't tell if this a
piece off something or was just a brass shell disk. It is not listed in Eglit. Size: 1 1/2" diameter.
Condition: Extremely Fine with a couple of light dents in the surface.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 79 - Tin Medal, Eglit #11. Obverse: Bust of "Christopher Columbus" above bust. Around
outside, "Worlds Columbian Exposition". Below bust "1492". Reverse: Large Building, above
building "1816", below building "1893". Around building "Souvenir of the Indiana Building
Chicago". Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, although someone scratched their initials into
both the obverse and reverse.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 80 - Medal Eglit # 36. Obverse: pictures "Columbus" and "Washington" at bottom, around the
rim at top "Signing of the Declaration of Independence" with image of the signing. Eagle on shield
between Columbus and Washington, center in ribbon "World's Columbian Exposition" "1892"
"1893", "Chicago" at bottom. Reverse: "Discovery of America" around rim at top, with scene of
landing "October 1492". At bottom pictures "Landing of the Pilgrims" "Dec. 1620". The updated
Eglit book states this medal is silver, but I did not see any marking. Usually this medal is the larger
white medal version. Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent with some age toning or light
tarnish.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 81 - Bronze Medal, looped at top (as made), Eglit #10. Obverse: High relief bust of
"Christopher Columbus" above spread wing eagle. "K.W.Z.Edit." in small letters at 5 o'clock.
Reverse: Image of Administration Building in center with "In Commemoration of the World's
Columbian Exhibition", "1893" around the edge. Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, there is
light tin pest on the center of the administration building, otherwise it would be graded higher.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 82 - Bronze Medal that opens up to reveal 2 pictures inside. The outside has an embossed
image of the "Administration Building Chicago". The other side has "World's Columbian Exposition
Chicago 1893" written on it inside a wreath. When opened 2 black and white pictures are revealed.
One of the pictures is the Government building and the other is a skyscraper in downtown Chicago.
Marked "Made in Germany". Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little damage
to the finish.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 83 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: "German Restaurant" with a star in the middle. Reverse:
"Around edge "World's Columbian" with "Fair 1893" in the center. Size: 15/16" diameter.
Condition: Very Good, with light corrosion over much of the surface.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 84 - Clothing Stud with raised image of "Columbus" in the center with "Chicago" below,
"1492" on the left and "1892" on the right. On the back it is marked "Cahn, Wampold & Co.
Chicago". Size: 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 85 - Large Aluminum Medal with encased 2 cent stamp, Eglit # 136. Obverse: Pictures bust of
"Columbus" in center with "World's Columbian Exposition" and "Chicago" around edge. Reverse:
"Columbian", "1893" above rectangle with real 2 cent Columbian Expo Commemorative stamp and
"Souvenir" below. Size: 2" diameter by 1/8" thick. Condition: Medal is Extremely Fine with some
light wear. The stamp is darkened from age.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 86 - Bronze Medal Eglit # 23 (H&K # 154). Obverse: Pictures "U.S. Govt Building" around
rim at top. At bottom "length 421 F", "width 351 FT", "area 3.3 acres". Reverse: Around edge
"Treasury Department", "United States Mint Exhibit" in center "World's Columbian Exposition
1893". This medal was minted in the Mint's exhibit at the WCE. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 87 - Bronze Miniature replica of Official Medal presented to "C.Emmerich & Co." The reverse
has all the words that are on the official award medal. Eglit #19. Obverse has a full figure Columbus
claiming New World with "Christopher Columbus Oct XII MCCCCXCII." written to the right. Size:
1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 88 - Brass Metal medal Eglit #2. Obverse pictures "Columbus". Reverse pictures "Machinery
Hall". Holed at top for hanging. Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, the finish is mostly worn
off.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 89 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit # 9. Obverse: Scene of Columbus landing with soldiers and globe
in background, with inscription below: "Landing of Columbus in America, Oct. 12, 1492. Pat'd Dec.
1 1891." Reverse: Birds Eye View of the World's Columbian Exposition in front of the globe. At
bottom "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1892-3" and around the edge "World's Fair
Souvenir." Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, would be excellent except for a few
tiny rim nicks.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 17

Lot # 90 - Brass Crown Shaped Watch Case Opener, Similar Eglit 403. Obverse: "Watch Cases" on
broad part of crown, with "H. Muhrs Sons" with "Trade Mark" below. On Reverse: "Watch Cases",
"Highest Award", "Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893" (this is different from the reverse listed in
Eglit). This is the less common version of the watch case opener from 1893. Size: 1 5/16" height by
1 1/4" width. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 91 - Brass watch case opener, Eglit # 25. Obverse: "Compliments of Keystone Watch
Company" around edge. In center picture of globe. Reverse: inside keystone "Souvenir World's
Columbian Exposition 1893". Uncommon variety with small "Phila." on map. Size: 1" wide by 1
1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 92 - Enameled Columbus cote of arms shield with full figured griffins on each side. This is the
large version of this pin. On the back is "Chicago 1893". Size: 1 13/16" wide by 1 13/16" high.
Condition: Fine-, there is a chip in the enamel at 10 o'clock and just under the dark blue part at the
top (12 o'clock). The pin on the back is missing.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 93 - 2 piece badge with a ribbon on the top portion and a 2 sided brass shell hanging below.
On the brass shell below the obverse pictures the "Landing of Columbus". The reverse only has
writing "Discovery of America 1492 World's Columbian Exposition Chicago, Ills. U.S.A. 1893".
The ribbon on the top bar has a red, white and blue strip. Size: 1 1/4" wide by 2 1/8" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine with light wear.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 94 - Badge with tin "Santa Maria" on bar at top and brass globe suspended from red, white and
blue ribbon. The center ribbon connects the 2 pieces and the right and left ribbon are for decoration
only (they never connected the pieces). On the back of the globe "World's Columbian Exposition
Chicago 1893". Size: height is 2 11/16", the width at widest point is 1 1/2". Condition: Very Fine
with a little wear to the finish and a little age toning.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 17

Lot # 95 - Bronze Badge. The top section is shaped like a banner with "Souvenir" across, and shield
of the United States behind it in the center. Suspended shield shape badge has aerial view of the
fairgrounds with "World's Fair" above and "Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893" below. Size: 1
1/2" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear and overall age toning (a couple of
small dark areas).
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 96 - Official Employee badge. Pin back badge with "World's Columbian Exposition 1893"
around the edge and number "8021" in the middle. There is a bow on the bottom. Eglit # 473. Note:
Eglit incorrectly lists this as an attendance badge, but it is an employee badge. Size: 1 1/16 wide by 1
1/4 inches high. Condition: Excellent with age toning.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 97 - Elongate Barber Dime that was made into a pin. On the front is "Columbian 1893
Exposition" Size: 1 1/8" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine since the pin on the back is broken
off.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 98 - Silver colored bar with 2 globes, one on each end and a ship of the Caravel in the center.
Above is "1492" "1892". Below the bar hangs a 1893 Columbian Half Dollar. The holder of the half
dollar is not original. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Fine, there is wear and toning on
the top bar. The half dollar is tarnished. The half dollar holder is not original.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 99 - "New York" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "New York" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's" above the
globe, "Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is
marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St.
Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Fine, light wear and age
toning, but would be graded higher except the original pin is completely missing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 100 - "Tennessee" gilt bronze hanging badge, same as (with a different state) Eglit # 256.
Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative scroll design. "Tennessee" on the bar at top. On the badge
at top, "World's Columbian Exposition" above a bust of Columbus looking right. "1893" at bottom
of bust. The back is blank. Size: 1 11/16" wide by 2 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, there are some
small scratches around Columbus' face.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 101 - Hanging badge with "Chicago Day" written on the bar with a garnet (red) ribbon with
the 1893 Columbian half dollar hanging from the ribbon. Size: 2 7/8 inches high by approx. 1 1/2
inch wide. Condition: Very Fine, age toning, ribbon worn about 1/8" at top and ribbon is a little
soiled.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 102 - Plated Demitasse Spoon with "Fisheries Building" pictured in the bowl . The handle has
a bust of Columbus at the top with "1893" above and "1492" below. Down the shaft is "World's Fair
City". Size: 4 1/4" long. Condition: Good with tarnish and a spot of corrosion in the bowl.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 103 - Ticket for the "John Bull" Train. Printed "World's Columbian Exposition.", "Good only
on the 'John Bull' train", "Pennsylvania Railroad Company's Lines". "This ticket entitles Mr. Geo.
Maxwell to ONE First-Class Passage, Jackson Park Terminal Station on Transportation Day
Saturday September 9, 1893". Reverse of ticket has a printed photo of the train with information on
the train. Ticket is punched. Size: 5 15/16" wide by 2 3/8" high. Condition: Fine, stains on both
sides, corner damage and a couple of creases.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 104 - Admission ticket with portrait of George Washington on the left. On the right is printed
"World's Columbian Exposition Chicago Admit the Bearer 1st May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a blue
scalloped design in the background. Ticket # "301091". On the reverse side is printed "Good for One
Admission at Pay Gates" on a blue design background. Ticket printed by "American Bank Note Co.,
New York". Size: 3 13/16" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 105 - Admission ticket with portrait of Abraham Lincoln on the left. On the right is printed
"World's Columbian Exposition Chicago Admit the Bearer 1st May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a green
scalloped design in the background. Ticket # "343514". On the reverse side is printed "Good for One
Admission at Pay Gates" on a green design background. Ticket printed by American Bank Note Co.,
New York. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 106 - Admission ticket # "52403" (5 digit number) with portrait of Christopher Columbus on
the left. On the right is printed "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago Admit the Bearer 1st May
to 30th Oct. 1893" with a brown scalloped design in the background. On the reverse side is printed
"Good for One Admission at Pay Gates" on a brown design background. Ticket printed by
"American Bank Note Company, New York." Size: 3 13/16" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition:
Excellent. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 107 - Admission ticket with portrait of an Indian in full headdress on the left. Ticket #
"180564". On the right is printed "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago, Admit the Bearer, 1st
May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a red scalloped design in the background. On the reverse side is printed
"Good for One Admission at Pay Gates" with red design background. Ticket printed by "American
Bank Note Co., New York". Size: 2 1/4" high by 3 13/16" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 108 - "Child's Ticket." For "Chicago Day" (there is no admission stub). Ticket # "X38169".
"World's Columbian Exposition Child's Ticket Chicago Day Oct. 9th 1893" is printed above an
eagle in black on the front. It has a light yellow background. There are perforating on the left for
separating admission stub from the souvenir portion of the ticket. Reverse side of ticket printed "Fort
Dearborn Chicago, 1833" with an image of the fort. Size: 4" wide by 2 1/16" high. Condition: Fair, a
small piece is missing from the bottom, has one small hole near lower right corner, age toning and
no admission stub.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 109 - Booklet, "Illustrations of 242 Languages and Dialects in which the Holy Bible in whole
or in part has been Printed & Circulated", "A Souvenir of the Columbian Exposition Presented by
the American Bible Society New York". Inside are 64 pages of examples written in each of the
foreign languages that the Bible was translated into. Inside the back cover is a picture of their "Press
Room". An uncommon booklet. Size: 4 3/4" wide by 6 3/4" high. Condition: Fine, wear to the spine
with a 1 1/2" separation. Edge damage and one upper corner missing from the back cover and a
couple of pages.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 110 - Paperback guide booklet "Illustrated Guide to the World's Fair and Chicago", by Paul
Hull and Department of Publicity and Promotion, World's Columbian Exposition. Full color cover,
loaded with black &white illustrations of fair buildings and pictures of Chicago. Size: 5 1/4" wide by
7 5/8" high. Condition: Fine, the top right corner is missing and the pages are slightly browning from
age.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 111 - "Official Catalogue of Exhibits on the Midway Plaisance World's Columbian Exposition
group 176.", "Price 10 cents." , "1893", "W. B. Conkey Company, Publishers to the Exposition",
"Chicago". The catalogue was "edited by the Department of Publicity and Promotion, M.P. Handy,
Chief." Orange paperback with black printing and red printed seal in corner. Image of parade of
people and Ferris wheel in background on cover. 36 pages. Size: 6" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition:
Very Fine with a little corner damage and an edge tear to the cover, soiling and a couple of light
spots inside.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 112 - Mechanical Trade Card for "Van Houton's Cocoa". The front star shaped wheel spins in
front of the other star shaped wheel. You set the star points so that the letters on the points answer
the question "To Preserve Good Health Use ??" that is written in the center. Size: 4 3/4" diameter.
Condition: Extremely Fine with one crease on a point and a little damage to a couple of point ends.
A great rare piece.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 16

Lot # 113 - Trade card for "Use The Darling Filter and drink Pure Water." On the back is a picture
of the Ferris Wheel and a few facts. The last 2 facts are "Greatest number carried any one day
(Chicago Day) 34,451. Total carried to November 1st, 1,500,000." Size: 3" wide by 5 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Good with several edge tears and creases.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 114 - Trade Card printed in Multicolor Lithography for "Wolfe's Schnapps" picturing a Dutch
man and woman on really old fashion ice skates. On the back printed in blue is "World's Columbian
Exposition" and information about the product. Size: 4 3/4" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a little damage to the corners.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 115 - Multicolor lithographed Trade Card picturing "Christopher Columbus Lands in the New
World on 12th October 1492. -III". Above the picture to the left is the product can with "Liebig
Company's Extract of Beef." The back of the card has writing and the picture of a woman in black
on a white background. Size: 4 3/8" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent, a real beauty.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 116 - Trade card with multicolor lithograph of the "Administration Building", "World's Fair
1893" on the front. The back has writing "The Fair at Chicago is only equaled by the fair treatment
you receive at Church, the Clothier...". Size: 6 1/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, a little
edge damage and a some paper loss to the right side of the back.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 117 - Trade Card from "D. M. Osborne & Co. Auburn, N.Y. U.S.A." The cover pictures a
young girl holding a paper scroll with "World's Fair Souvenir" written on it. A corn field and the
"Agricultural Building." are also pictured on the cover. Open the folder and inside are 3 pictures of
their factories and information. On the back cover is a picture of "Masonic Temple. Chicago Ill.
U.S.A." Size: Closed: 3 1/2" wide by 6" high. Open it is 7" wide. Condition: Very Fine, some edge
and very minor surface damage.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Category: 1894 California Mid-Winter Exposition (118 to 120)
Held in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco.
For Medal references: HK refers to Hibler & Kappen as revised by Hoffman, Hayes, Brecher and Dean.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 118 - Hanging Badge in original box with "California Midwinter International Exposition" on
the top brass bar, an orange ribbon below and an eagle with a shield on top of a wreath made of
fruits and vegetables with a bear walking in front of a sunset with "San Francisco" under the bear. At
the bottom is a star with "Eureka 1894" written in it. On the wreath are raised images of ribbons with
"Science", "Art", "Literature", "Commerce", "Mining", "Agriculture" and "Horticulture". The
bottom piece is thick and heavy for a badge. The box has "California Midwinter International
Exposition" printed in gold on the top of the box. Size: Badge is 4 1/2" high by 2 1/2" wide. The box
is 3 1/4" wide by 6 1/4" long by 7.8" thick. Condition: Medal is Excellent. Box is Fine. There is
wear to the outside, the cloth in the bottom has a little fraying and one hinge is missing its pin.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 119 - Brass Medal. Obverse: In the middle is "Souvenir California MidWinter Exposition San
Francisco". Around the edge is "The Land of sunshine fruit and flowers 1894". Reverse: The state
seal with "Eureka" above the image. (HK 245a) Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine,
light wear and age toing.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 120 - Jewel Box with reverse painted image of "Agriculture Building San Francisco 1894".
The box has brass edges and legs and beveled glass sides. The top opens. The brass edges have a
raised design in them. This is a rare item. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 2 1/2" deep by 2 3/ 4" high.
Condition: Overall it is Very Fine with a lot of paint flaking from the sky but the building and
foreground are strong and mostly complete. There is rust on the bottom on the inside.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 15

Category: 1897 Brussels International Exposition (121 to 121)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 121 - 12 Poster Stamps. Each stamp has the same image and writing but they are printed in
many different colors with a couple of duplicates. Around the edge is "International Exhibition" in 4
languages. In the center is a man sitting to the left with the silhouette of buildings to the right.
Written on the buildings is "Arts Sciences Industrie Commerce" with "Bruxelles" below. At the top
is "Exposition 1897". Size: Each stamp is 1 11/16" wide by 1 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Most have glue. One has edge damage. A few have stains on the back and on the
front. Still a very nice collection.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Category: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition (122 to 122)
Held in Omaha, Nebraska

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 122 - Glass Paperweight with a reverse painted multicolor picture of "Government
Building","Trans-Mississippi Exposition, Omaha". This rare and beauiful piece has a picture of the
building in front of the a pool with a gondola in the pool. Size: 4" wide by 2 1/2". Condition: Very
Fine, the picture has no damage in the field although there is slight damage to the picture edges and
there is a chip in the glass (and a crack) in the bottom on the right at the front (with a small crack
into the picture field). Still it is a beautiful piece that displays wonderfully.
Estimate: $ 80 - $ 100

$ 45

Category: 1900 Paris International Exposition (123 to 126)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 123 - Small Leather Book with "Exposition 1900" written in gold on the cover. Open it up and
an accordion of 16 black and white photographs of fair buildings, including the Ferris Wheel
(Grande Roue) come out. Size: 1 1/8" wide by 1 3/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 124 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: Around edge "White Sewing Machine Co", "Cleveland, O.
U.S.A." with "Exposition Universelle Paris 1900" in the center. Reverse: The sewing machine is
pictured in the center with "The White" "is King" around" the edge. Size: 1 3/8" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine with some wear, small rim nicks and a few dark spots. The hole may not be
original.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 125 - Set of 10 Poster Stamps, 6 are the "Monaco" building and the other 4 picture different
buildings from the fair. They are each printed in one color, but they are different colors including
red, blue, green, brown and purple. Each stamp has "Exposition Universelle" and "Paris 1900"
printed on it. Size: 1 11/16" wide by 1 1/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine+. 7 of the stamps have
hinges or hinge residue on the back.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 126 - Set of 5 Poster Stamps from "Republique Sud-Africaine". Each pictures their pavilion
and has "Paris 1900" and "Exposition Universelle" written across the top. They are each different
colors including: Red, blue, green, brown and turquoise. Size: 1 11/16" wide by 1" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine+. Each has a hinge on the back.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 14

$4

Category: 1901 Pan_American Exposition (127 to 142)
Held in Buffalo, New York
Reference Material:
Lavin refers to "Panorama of the Pan=Am" by Fred Lavin.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 127 - Complete deck of 53 playing cards with joker in a sturdy dark blue card case. The
outside of the case as well as the back of the cards have the R. Beck logo in multicolor with "PanAmerican Exposition. 1901 Buffalo, N.Y. U.S.A." around, surrounded by a yellow and blue design.
The back of the card case says "Official Pan-American Exposition Souvenir Playing Cards,
Copyright, 1901, by Pan-American Souvenir Playing Card Co." The face of the cards has black and
white images of scenes and buildings from the Pan-Am and of Buffalo and Niagara Falls. Size: Box
is 2 3/4" wide by 3 5/8" long by 7/8" thick. Condition: The cards are Extremely Fine +. The box is
soiled and has a little damage.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 128 - Buffalo Figurine. Solid metal souvenir cast in the shape of a buffalo and brass colored.
The year "1901" is embossed onto one side of the buffalo's back. The base is embossed with "PanAmerican" on one side and "Exposition" on the other. Underneath on the base is printed "Pat'd Feb.
5. 1901." Size: Oval Base is 2 1/2" wide by 1 1/2" deep by 1 3/4" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine
with nice age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 129 - "Matches" Holder made out of shell. Also carved into it is "Pan American 1901". The
top and the base are held together by a small nut and bolt. Size: 3 1/8" wide by 1 3/4" deep by 2"
tall. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 130 - Ticket Book Covers. These covers are unattached and it appears that they were never
used (there is no indication that tape or staples was ever used to hold the 2 covers together). The
front cover pictures the Temple of Music, Electric Tower and the Machinery Building with a woman
sitting next to them. "Pan-American Exposition." And "Buffalo, N.Y." are written on the cover. The
back cover pictures the logo on the inside of a design. Size: 2 9/16" wide by 4 3/8" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with one small piece of the bottom right corner missing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 131 - Set of 19 Poster Stamps. They are all in brown picturing different buildings and all are
marked "Pan American Exposition". Size: They are all close to 1 5/8" wide by 11 /16" high.
Condition: 12 are Extremely Fine. 6 are Good with some kind of damage. 1 is very faded.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 132 - Small dark blue ceramic vase with ornate handles, gold gilt, and multicolor design at the
center of the Temple of Music. Size: 4 3/4" tall by 3 1/2" at the widest. Condition: Good, there is a
1/8" diameter chip in the back and a 1/4" chip in the base; both chips are not visible from the front.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 133 - Elongated cent with picture of the "Temple of Music" embossed on the front. Around the
top is "Pan-Am Exposition 1901" The back states "Building in which President McKinley was shot
Sept 6, 1901", "Died Sept. 14, 1901 at Buffalo N.Y." Size: 13/16" wide by 1 7/16" high. Condition:
Very Fine, a little wear to letters on back and nice age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 134 - Silver colored stickpin with large metal charm attached. The front of the charm has a
Native American fighting a buffalo and the words "Pan American Exposition 1901" around it. The
outside of the charm has decorative leaf edging. The back has a detailed design with a picture of
"Niagara" Falls and a "Buffalo" along with "Pan Am" written in a ribbon and "1901" at the bottom
with "Pat Ap'd." at top. Size: Charm is 1 1/2" wide by 1 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with
some tarnish.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 135 - Pin made from a gold colored medal. Obverse has a figure of a man wearing a crown,
and standing and reaching to the sky. At the bottom is the name "G.T.Brewster", the artist of the
medal. The reverse has a view of North and South America. On the back is written "Pan American
Exposition N.Y. U.S.A May 1 Nov 1 MDCDI." A pin is attached to the reverse. Size: 1 3/8"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear and age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 136 - Copper metal stickpin in the shape of a frying pan, in the original box. The pin is
embossed with a buffalo head looking to the right in the center of the pan, and the words "Pan
American 1901" written around the head. Attached to the top is a red ribbon. Written on the pan's
handle is "Patd". The box has printed on the top "The Pan-American Badge and Souvenir Co.
(incorporated) Toom 12, Hutchinson Building, Buffalo, N.Y." The box is not often seen. Size: Pin is
1 9/16" high by 7/8" wide. The box is 2 1/16" by 1 3/8" by 9/16". Condition: Extremely Fine, the
box has a bit of wear and soiling, the pin has age toning. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 137 - Round celluloid pin back with decorative brass surround. The center has a multicolored
Raphael Beck design with wording "Pan-American Exposition, 1901, Buffalo, N.Y. U.S.A." around
the edge. Metal on the back is stamped "A. Pollard & Co Prov. R.I.", "Pat June 18. 1901" Size: 1
1/2" diameter Condition: Very Fine with a few light spots and a drop of corrosion at 9 o'clock on the
brass outer shell.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 138 - Brass Badge with shield shaped medal attached to the top bar that has a pin back. The
top bar has an eagle sitting on top with "souvenir" embossed below. The shield has a buffalo in the
center with the words "Pan American Exposition 1901 Buffalo, N.Y." around. The outside of the
shield has a wheat design. The back is stamped "Schwaabs & S. Co. Milwaukee." Size: 1 5/16" wide
by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little wear and light age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 139 - Brass badge with raised Buffalo head in the center of the top bar. Hanging below is a
round medal with the Raphael Beck logo design in the center and the wording "Pan-American
Exposition, 1901, Buffalo, N.Y. U.S.A." around the edge. On the back of the medal is "To Unite the
America's in bonds of prosperity and peace" with a wreath around the edge. Size: 1 3/8" wide by 1
7/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with some wear to the finish and a couple of dark spots on the back.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 140 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: Pictures a Buffalo in the center with "Pan-American
Expostition" around the top and "1901 Souvenir" below. Reverse: "This charm if carried in the
pocket prevents bald heads, hard work, love, warts on the nose, bicycle face, war craze, swelled
head, insanity, unhappy marriages, dark brown taste, delirium tremens and punctured tires.". Size: 1
1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, there are some spots on the medal.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 141 - Gilt Medal. Obverse: Pictures a Woman holding a bird with a flowing banner and a
Buffalo behind her. Around the top is "Pan-American Exposition". Reverse: "Gold Medal", "PanAmerican Exposition 1901 awarded to John Labatt London, Canada for the Best Ale & Porter".
(Lavin TM-41R) Size: 1 1/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with a some wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 142 - Large Multicolor Celluloid Pinback with an image of a buffalo in the center with
"Buffalo" above and "Next" below. These were put out before the fair opened. Size: 2 1/8" diameter.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Category: 1901 Glasgow International Exhibition (143 to 143)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 143 - Silver colored medal. Obverse: In the center is a picture of "King Edward VII of England
and Emperor of India" (written around the edge). Reverse: Pictures a fair building in the center with
"1901 Glasgow International Exhibition" around the edge. Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Very
Fine with wear to the finish in spots.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Category: 1904 St. Louis World's Fair (144 to 158)
Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it was held to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Purchase from France.
R L H refers to Robert L. Hendershott's book "1904 St. Louis World's Fair

Picture

Description

Lot # 144 - Quarter Liter Glazed Bisque Stein with raised image of the "Palace-of-Liberal-Arts",
"St.-Louis-Exposition-1904." (RLH 57-140) Size: 5" tall by 4 1/2" handle edge to opposite side of
stein. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

Minimum
Bid

$ 50

Lot # 145 - Silver Plated lidded Stein with picture of "Cascade Gardens St. Louis 1904" on the front.
The bottom is marked "Apollo Silver Co. 380". (Similar RLH 57-100) Size: 3 7/8" high by 3 1/4"
diameter at base. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight wear and is a bit tarnished.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 146 - Blue China Urn with multicolor picture of the "Palace of Arts", "Exposition St. Louis
1904" pictured on the front. There is gold trim around the picture, on the top and the handles. Size: 3
1/2" wide by 1 3/8" deep 2 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a tiny mark in the sky and
slight wear to the gold gilt.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 147 - Milk Glass Plate with multicolor decal of the "Electrical Building", "World's Fair, St.
Louis. 1904." with gold paint on the raised decorations on the boarder. There are cut outs around the
border. (Unlisted in Hendershott) Size: 5 3/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with some edge
wear to the decal.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 148 - Aluminum Fob. There are 3 rectangular pieces in the middle with a round medal hanging
at the bottom. Obverse: Top to bottom pictures: "Palace of Liberal Arts", "Palace of Electricity",
Cascade" and at bottom pictures "Jefferson" surrounded by "St. Louis 1904". Reverse: Top to
bottom pictures: "Cascade". "Palace of Liberal Arts", "Palace of Electricity" with "Napoleon"
pictured at the bottom surrounded by "Souvenir World's Fair". (unlisted, but similar RLH 19-440 &
450). Size: 4 3/4" long by 1 3/16" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine, but the clasp at the top is
missing.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 149 - Paperweight with writing in gold "World's Fair St. Louis 1904". There is also gold gilt
around the inside edge underneath. Size: 4 1/8" wide by 2 5/8". Condition: Excellent. One flaw in
the glass is as made.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 150 - Set of 11 Poster Stamps. The stamps are printed in purple, each with a different
exposition building pictured on it. Each stamp has "Louisiana Purchase Exposition" written across
the top. Size: 1 11/16" wide by 1 1/16" high. Condition: 6 are Extremely Fine and 5 have a little
damage like the color ran a little.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 151 - Enameled Fleur-de-lis pin with "St." on the left leaf and "Louis" on the right leaf with
"04" in the center. The enamel is blue, red, white and yellow. (similar RLH 39-2450) Size: 1 1/8"
high by 1" wide. Condition: Excellent with some light lines on the white enamel (round lines at top
of white area appear to be as made).
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 152 - Small enameled Fleur-de-lis pin with "L", "P" and "E" in each of the leaves and "04" in
the center. The enamel is blue, red, white and yellow. Size: 5/8" high by 5/8" high. Condition:
Excellent with a couple of lines in the blue on the left.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 153 - Hanging Brass badge with "1904 St. Louis" on the top bar and hanging from the red,
white, blue and yellow ribbon is a brass medal. In the center of the medal is Uncle Sam handing over
a bag of money to Ms. France with an eagle at the bottom and portraits of "Bonaparte" and
"Jefferson" above the wings. Around the edge is "Historic Souvenir". On the reverse of the medal is
written in the center "Louisiana Purchase Exposition St. Louis 1904". Size: 2 1/2" high by 1 3/16"
wide. Condition: Fine, there is white corrosion around most of the lettering and some wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 154 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Head of Ceres the Goddess of Agriculture. Signed "Daniel
Dupuis". Reverse: "1803 Louisiana Purchase Exposition St. Louis 1904" and in small writing
"Bronze". (RLH 30-270) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, overall wear and age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 155 - Aluminum Punch tag. This make it yourself souvenir from the fair has a six pointed star
cut out in the center with "St. Louis Expo 1904" in the center of the star. Your message or name is
printed around the edge. This one has "Mary Fetzer Fairill". The reverse is blank. (RLH 47-80) Size:
1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, it is a little bent and the last several letters are not stamped
deeply.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 156 - Brass Fob with "St. Louis Through the Pike 1904" etched into it. This is different than
the last one I sold, it has "through the pike in the center instead of at the bottom. Size: 1 3/8" wide by
1 11/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, much of the white in the lettering is gone and overall age
toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 157 - "Heinz" Cardboard disk that could be used as a fob or as it states on it "Present this at
Heinz 57 Exhibit Agricultural Building and receive a novel watch charm". On the back it has "*57*
Express World's Fair Grounds". Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a small stain,
slight edge damage and a few small creases.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 158 - "The U.S. Playing Card Co." booklet "Tart Rhymes". This is a 20 page booklet, printed
in color. Half the pages inside picture the backs of the playing cards they sell. The opposite page has
a drawing of the King of Hearts and a poem. The last page pictures the layout of the "Palace of
Varied Industries" and shows the location of the U.S. Playing Card Co. booth. This is a very rare
booklet. Size: 4" wide by 3" high. Condition: Very Fine, with light soiling and a little damage (tiny
tear on top of cover and on spine). The staples are a bit rusty.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 15

Category: 1905 Lewis & Clark International Exposition (159 to 162)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 159 - 1905 "Lewis and Clark Exposition in a Nutshell" includes the original box and a
complete, only opened once, nutshell full of small black and white photos of the fair. Size: Box is 1
5/8" wide by 1 3/8" deep by 1 1/4" high. The nutshell is 1 1/2" wide by 1 1/4" thick. Condition: Box
is stained on the top and front. The nutshell and pictures are Mint.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 160 - Elongated Cent with the image of the "Forestry Bldg.", "Lewis Clark Expo." The reverse
pictures a 1905 Indian Head Cent and you can still see the word "Liberty" in the headdress. Size: 1
3/8" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 161 - Aluminum Encased Indian Head Penny. Obverse: In the center is a 1905 Indian Head
Penny with "Lewis & Clark Exposition" at the top, "19" on the center left and "05" on the center
right. At the bottom "Souvenir Portland, Ore." The reverse has written around the top is "A Good
(S)Cent on Fortune". Around the bottom "Keep Me - Be Lucky", "Never Guilty when in a Cent".
Along with reverse of the cent. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine overall with some
light toning. The Cent is Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 162 - Metal Wine Cup with a metal shield on the front picturing "Mt Hood Ore." With "Lewis
& Clark Exposition 1905" written above. On the bottom is a make "K" inside an oval. Size: 1 5/8"
diameter by 2 3/4" tall. Condition: Very Fine, is tarnished overall.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Category: 1907 Jamestown Exposition (163 to 166)
Held in Jamestown, Virginia, this World's Fair celebrated the 300th anniversary of the first settlement on North American shores.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 163 - Celluloid Button with 2 hanging ribbons. The Button has "Baltimore - Jamestown"
written around the top edge and "1907" around the bottom. The center pictures the top of a tower
(probably the Baltimore statue). The ribbons are orange and black. The button is from the Baltimore
Building at the fair. The button was made by the "Baltimore Badge & Novelty Co.". Size: Button is
15/16" diameter. Overall height with ribbons is 1 5/8". Condition: Button is Excellent. Ribbons are
soiled.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 164 - Small Mirror in brass shell holder. On the back is "Exposition Jamestown 1907" above
the raised face of a girl surrounded by flowers. Size: 4 1/8" long by 2" wide. Condition: Fine with
some dents and age toning with a spot at the bottom of the handle. A little silver has flaked from the
edge of the mirror surface.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 165 - Multicolor Plate with a picture of "States Exhibit Building Jamestown Exposition 1907"
in the center surrounded by a orange band. In the orange band are some small enamel bumps on top
of the plate. The plate was made by "A. C. Bosselman & Co. New York". Size: 6 3/4" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine with some light scratches in the orange band and a few missing enamel bumps.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 166 - Multicolor Postcard "Greetings from Formosa Tea Parlor, Jamestown Exposition." with
a picture of a Chinese woman carrying food and a cup of tea. This postcard is used and has a 1 cent
Jamestown commemorative stamp affixed to it. On the front a message was written "To Estelle from
Minerva Turnbull". Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with slight corner
damage and postmark lines on the front.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1909 Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition (167 to 173)
Held in Seattle, Washington.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 167 - "Police" clothing button, from a policeman's uniform. Around the edge is "A-Y-P" at top
and "Exposition" at bottom. Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent, with a little age toning.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 168 - 2 piece bronze badge. The top bar has the logo in the center with "Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
Expo." around the top and "Seattle" below. On the sides are "19" and "09". On the shield below are 4
tools pictured in the corners, a pick, a shovel, a square and a compass. In the center in a circle are the
letters with dots in the middle "S H T W S S T K" On the back of the shield is written "25th Annual
Convocation Grand Chapter R.A.M. Washington Seattle June 1909". Size: 1 7/8" wide by 2 1/8"
high. Condition: Very Fine, heavy age toing and a drop of corrosion on the right of the top bar.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 169 - Silver Colored Pin with a shield in the center that contains the logo. Around the logo is
"Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition", "Seattle 1909". Behind the letters is red enamel paint that is
mostly worn off. Size: 1 7/8" wide by 1 15/16" high. Condition: Fine, the red paint is mostly worn
off and there is wear to the logo. The pin also has some tarnish.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 170 - Brass Pin in the shape of the letters "AYP'. Size: 7/8" wide by 7/8" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine, tiny spot at bottom.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 171 - Enamel Pin in the shape of a flag. The colors are red, white, blue and turquoise. Written
on the flag is "A.Y.P.E. Seattle 1909". Size: 1" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Very Good, there is a
piece of the turquoise enamel missing (a chip).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 172 - Brass badge with "Souvenir" on the top bar with red, white and blue (most of the blue is
missing) enamel paint behind the letters. Below hangs a brass heart shaped medal with "The U.S.
Government Building" in the center with "Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition" above and "Seattle
1909" below. The pin was made by "Schwaabs & Co. Milwaukee". Size: 1 1/8" wide by 1 11/16"
high. Condition: Fine, The blue paint is mostly missing and there are some surface scratches to the
hanging medal.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 173 - Celluloid button "You'll Like Tacoma" & "1909" around the edge with the overlaid
"AYP" letters in the center. Printed black on a white background. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition:
Very Fine, a little browning of the background and rust on the back.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Category: 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration (174 to 176)
Commemorating the 300th anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson and the 100th anniversary of the first
successful application of steam navigation upon that river by Robert Fulton, the Hudson-Fulton Celebration occurred during 1909 all
along the Hudson River.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 174 - Brass Badge with 2 pieces. On the top bar pictures a die cut Clermont above the word
"Souvenir". The bottom medal has raised images of Hudson and Fulton with the 2 ships in the
center. At top is "Hudson-Fulton". Around the pictures is "Celebration 1909" at top and "Sept. 25 to
Oct.2 New York". On the left is "1609" and on the right is "1807". Size: 1 5/8" wide by 2 3/4" high.
Condition: Fine. There is light rust on Fulton's face and overall wear. Also the pin is missing from
the back.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 175 - 2 piece brass badge. The top bar has "Souvenir" in it with red, white and blue enamel
paint in the background. The lower portion pictures the Half Moon and a row boat full of sailors
with "Hudson Landing from Half Moon", "New York 1909" written below. Above is "HudsonFulton Celebration". Back is marked "Schwaabs & S. Co. Milwaukee" Size: 1 1/4" wide by 1 13/16"
high. Condition: Would be Extremely Fine if not for some of the blue paint is gone.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 176 - Chocolate Badge with "Souvenir" and die cut boat on top bar. Connecting the bar and
the cross at the bottom is a Yellow and white ribbon. The bottom has a chocolate cross with gold
colored medal in the center. On the crosses are written "New York", Sept. 25", "Oct. 2", "1909".
Around the golden center is "Hudson-Fulton Celebration". In the center is a gold colored medal with
Hudson pictured on it. On the back on the gold colored medal is a picture of Fulton. The maker
name "Schwaabs & S. Co. Milwaukee" is also on the back in tiny print. Size: 4" high by 1 5/8" wide.
Condition: Extremely Fine, the ribbon is bit soiled.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Category: 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International Exposition (177 to 182)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 177 - Badge for the United Commercial Tavelers' (UCT) "17th Annual Session" of the (as
shown on ribbon) "Grand Council of California" "Held at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition". The medal on the bottom is a bright gold colored 8 sided replica that is the "Exact Size
& Weight of" the "Fifty Dollar Gold Piece Issued 1851" written around the outer edge. The top bar
has "San Francisco" in gold letters surrounded by baked white enamel. The bar pictures in high relief
a bear at top and the Horticultural Building below with flowers on each side. At the top is written
"May 7-8", "1915". The ribbon connecting the 2 pieces is blue, white and yellow and has the
Council name printed inside a cresent moon with a bag containing the letters "U.C.T." hanging
below. On the back of the bottom gold coin replica is has the maker's name "The Greenduck Co.
Chicago". If you collect PPIE, don't let this one get away. Size: 4 1/4" high by 1 9/16" wide.
Condition: Excellent, only the slightest flake of enamel on the lower left of SF and a little fading of
the printing on the ribbon. The rest of the medal is bright, clean and shows no wear.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 50

Lot # 178 - Small Liberty Bell. On the outside of the bell in raised letters is "Worlds Fair 1915 S.F.
CAL.". On the back is "Pass and Stow Philada MDCCLIII.." The bell comes with a glass dome case
that is not original to the piece (but is rather attractive). There is a wire at the top of the bell to hang
it inside the case that is also not original. Size: Bell is 1 5/8" diameter at the bottom by 1 7/8" high.
Domed case has a 4" diameter base and is 4 1/4" high. Condition: Bell is Very Fine with a few dings
on the bottom edge. The Case is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 179 - Gilt Brass Medal (H&K 401). Obverse: Pictures a Winged Mercury opening the Canal
Locks, through which passes Argo, symbol of navigation. Below the sailing ship is "On! Sail On!".
Around the edge is "To Commemorate the Opening of the Panama Canal MCMXV". In the lower
right in small letters is "Aitken Fecit" the artist of the medal. Reverse: Pictures two females,
entwined around the earth and each holding a cornucopia in their hand. At the bottom is a Seagull.
Around the edge is "Panama-Pacific International Exposition San Francisco California MCMXV".
There is a loop at top added so it can hang as a pendent. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine
with some wear and pitting.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 180 - Brass stud with celluloid center. In the center is printed "1915" with "San Francisco"
above and "California" below. Around the date is written "Panama Pacific International Exposition".
Size: 5/8" diameter by 1/4" thick. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 181 - Strip of 4 tickets from a ticket booklet. "Panama-Pacific International Exposition",
"Under conditions printed on the cover this coupon is good for one admission. Not good if
detached." The tickets are each numbered "No. 35318". Size: 2 3/4" wide by 4 7/8" high. Condition:
Excellent, but remember it is only one page from a ticket book.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 182 - 2 cent US Postage Stamp issued to commemorate the Panama-Pacific Exposition with a
picture of the "Panama Canal". Size: 1 1/8" wide by 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine and
cancelled. The stamp is poorly centered.
Estimate: $ 2

$1

Category: 1915 San Diego's Panama-California Exposition (183 to 184)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 183 - Badge with celluloid button at top and a die cut celluloid of a dancing woman with a
tambourine hanging below. The button has "See me at the San Diego Exposition" written on it. The
back of the woman has "Fairest of the Fairs" written on it. The badge was made by "Whitehead and
Hoag". Size: 4 1/8" high by 1 1/4" at the widest. Condition: Very Fine, the ribbon holding the 2
pieces together is only holding on by a thread at the point of contact with the woman.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 184 - Badge with Bronze top picturing a coat of arms, a blue and yellow ribbon below with a
bronze medal suspended from it. On the medal at the bottom is a picture of the fair buildings in the
center with "Panama California International Exposition 1916" written around it. Above, at top, is
"San Diego" and below at bottom is "California". Around the edge are buildings, palm trees and 2
people. Size: 2 1/8" wide by 4 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with some light wear.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Category: 1926 Sesquicentennial (185 to 191)
Held in Philadelphia to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Declaration on Independence.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 185 - One Cuff Link. Each end of the cuff link is a blue enamel disk with the Liberty Bell in
the center and "Sesqui" at the top, "Centennial" at the bottom, "1776" to the left and "1926" to the
right. Size: Each disk is 9/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, however one disk has a flaw in
the manufacture where the enamel is missing under the letters "Ce" (the bottom of the letters was not
articulated enough to allow the enamel to flow into the area).
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 186 - Metal pin with blue and gold enamel decorations. The pin is in the shape of a football.
The center of the pin has a vertical scroll picturing a gold Liberty Bell in the center with "The
Sesquicentennial" above, and "Philadelphia" below, both also in gold. Behind this scroll a gold
feather is visible, extending from the bottom left of the pin, towards the upper right. On the left,
above of the feather, is the "1776", on the right, below the feather, is "1926." Size: 1 3/8" wide by
5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with a light wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 187 - Bronze Pin with Liberty Bell in the center with raised numbers "1776" on it. Around the
bottom is a semicircular piece with "Sesquicentennial" written in it. Size: 5/8" wide by 5/8" high.
Condition: Excellent with lovely age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 188 - Bronze Lapel Pin with screw back in the shape of the Liberty Bell. Written on the pin is
"Grand Prize" , "Sesqui Centennial Philadelphia 1926", "Eureka Vacuum Cleaner". Size: 13/16"
wide by 1" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear to the finish and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$9

Lot # 189 - Silver colored medal. Obverse: "Liberty Bell" pictured in the center with "SesquiCentennial Celebration" around the top edge and "1776 American Independence 1926" around the
bottom edge. Reverse: "Betsy Ross House" is pictured in the center with "Birthplace of 'Old Glory'"
around the top and "Souvenir of Philadelphia PA" around the bottom. Looped for hanging as made.
Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, has overall tarnish.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 190 - Brass Fob on a leather holder. The brass pictures the Liberty Bell in the center with 2
rifles at the bottom and American flags on the left and right side. At the top is "Sesqui Centennial".
To the left of the bell is "1776" and to the right is "1926". Size: The leather holder is 1 7/8" wide by
2 3/4" high. Condition: Fine with wear, age toning and a couple of dark spots.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 191 - 2 cent US Postage Stamp issued to commemorate the "Sesquicentennial Exposition"
picturing the Liberty bell. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 1" high. Condition: Excellent, cancelled with a light
hinge mark on back.
Estimate: $ 2

$1

Category: 1929 Barcelona International Exposition (192 to 192)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 192 - Poster Stamp with picture of a ship of the caravel with "Exposicion Central Espanola" at
the top and "Seville - Barcelona - 1929" across the bottom. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 1 1/4" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, but not well centered.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Category: 1931 French Colonial International Exposition (193 to 193)
Held in Paris

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 193 - Postcard of "116 Pavillon de la Guyane Francaise", "Exposition Coloniale Internationale
- Paris 1931" marked under the picture in small writing "Oradour, Arch." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3
7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little corner and edge damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1933-34 Chicago World's Fair (194 to 240)
Also known as a Century of Progress to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the city of Chicago.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 194 - Electric Razor in Original Box. "The new Tark Electric Razor", "Distributed by Maurice
L Rothchild Chicago". The box pictures 2 fair buildings on the front and has the Star of Arcturus
comet logo on each end flap with "1933" above and "Century of Progress Chicago" below. Inside is
a safety razor with an electric cord sticking out of the bottom (there is no blade in the razor). I did
not plug it in. Size: Box is 5" long by 2 1/2" wide by 1 3/8" thick. Condition: Very Fine Overall.
Some damage to the box . The razor is a bit worn and the power line is a little frayed. A Very
Unusual Souvenir.
Estimate: $ 80 - $ 120

$ 50

Lot # 195 - Photo Album with raised image of a nude Native American on horseback with "Souvenir
Album" written below, a raised image of the logo in the upper right corner, and a raised image of the
Hall of Science in the bottom right. There is a leather string holding the 2 covers together along with
the black paper pages inside. Size: 11 1/2" wide by 8 3/8" high. Condition: Fine, with wear to the
edges and corners, some soiling a little overall wear. The pages inside do not have any pictures, but
they have either the corners used to hold the pictures or torn areas where the corners were.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 196 - Large Rug or Tapestry picturing an aerial view of the fairgrounds with planes and
Blimps in the sky. The colors are brown, black and beige. There is fringe on both edges. Size: 74"
wide by 50" high. Condition: Fine. There are a few small holes, a little wear, some tears on the top
edge and some red stain on the right edge about 1" from the top and a small red stain on the bottom.
This would look great on the floor or wall of any collector.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 197 - Serving Tray picturing the "Ford" Pavilion. Under the building written in a ribbon is "A
Century of Progress". The tray is printed in a swirling brown pattern. Size:17 1/4" wide by 12 1/4"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a few light scratches.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 198 - Shell shaped dish with baked enamel decoration. The dish is a metal shell with a frosted
glass insert. On the metal is an enamel decoration with an eagle in the center with a blue and red
shield for a body. Above is "Century of Progress" surrounded by red enamel. Below is "Chicago"
surrounded by blue enamel. Size: 4 7/8" wide by 5 1/4" deep by 1" high. Condition: Extremely fine
with wear and a little tarnish to the metal shell. The glass insert and enamel are both Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 199 - Octagonal plate (desk accoutrement ? or maybe a hot plate) with embossed images of
several buildings. The top is made of a simulated leather material and it has a felt backing. The
buildings are "Illinois Host Building", "The Dairy Building", "The Administration Building", (in the
center) "The Federal Building' and the "Travel and Transport Building". In the center top is "A
Century of Progress" and bottom is "Chicago". On the left is "1933" and the right "1934". Size: 10"
wide by 7" high. Condition: Excellent. This is a real beauty. Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 200 - Wall Plaque picturing the Hall of Science. This is a carved wood plaque marked "A
Century of Progress 1933" at the bottom in the original frame. On the back is a nice label, "The ageold art of Wood Carving" along with a description. Size: 13 5/8" wide by 9 3/4" wide. Condition:
Very Fine with a little wear and a few spots where the finish flaked off.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 201 - Tire ashtray with a Round Clear glass insert marked in raised letters on the bottom
"Firestone" exhibit at "Century of Progress", "Chicago", "1934". Surrounding the insert is a light
blue rubber tire marked "Firestone". (Note: the insert is hard to photograph.) Size: 3 7/8" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine. There is no damage to the glass insert, but the tire has crazing. An uncommon
tire ashtray.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 202 - Figural "Fort Dearborn Chicago" made of painted metal with "1833" and "1933" on the
front edge. The piece is brown with a green felt bottom. Size: 3 3/4" wide by 2 1/16" deep by 2 1/8"
tall. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little wear on the edges.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 203 - Black glass two handled Loving Cup. Engraved on the front is "World's Fair 1933",
embossed on the back in the shape of a heart are 2 women jumping with scarves. Size: 7" tall by 6"
wide from handle edge to handle edge. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 204 - Sterling Silver Medallion on 6" bracelet (child's size) with Star of Arcturus logo and "A
Century of Progress Chicago" in the center. Marked "Lebolt" and "Sterling" on the back. The
bracelet is not marked and probably not silver. Size: 6" long bracelet. Medallion is 7/8" long by
9/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine there is a light wear and a little tarnish.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 205 - Tie clip with the Star of Arcturus comet logo in center, "1933" above and "Century of
Progress Chicago" below. There is blue enamel paint in the background. Size: 2 5/8" wide, logo is:
5/8" wide by 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with age toning.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 206 - Charm with picture of the Star of Arcturus in the center with "1934" and "A Century of
Progress" at the top and "Chicago" at the bottom. The background and all the lettering are filled with
green enamel paint. There is an original hole at top for hanging. Size: 7/8" wide by 1 1/4" high.
Condition: Very Fine with a little wear and a few small dark spots.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 207 - Charm with picture of the "Italian Village" in the center with "1934 Chicago World's
Fair" at the top. The background and all the lettering are filled with red enamel paint. There is an
original hole at top for hanging. Size: 7/8" wide by 1 1/4" high. Condition: Very Good, there is wear
and light corrosion.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 208 - Silver Colored pin on the original card. In the center of the pin is the Star of Arcturus
logo surrounded by "1934" with "A Century of Progress Chicago" written at the bottom. The card
has "Souvenir of A Century of Progress" at the top and "Chicago World's Fair 1833 - 1934" at the
bottom. The original cellophane is on the item. Size: Pin is 11/16" wide by 1/2" high. Card is 1 1/2"
square. Condition: Pin is Near Mint, Card is Excellent. The cellophane is open on one complete
edge.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 209 - Silver colored rectangle metal pin with Star of Arcturus "1933" logo center with "Safety
Glass" above and "Sharp Shooter Chicago" below. Size: 7/16" wide by 15/16" high. Condition: Very
Fine, wear to finish.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 210 - Brass Medal (H&K 464a). Obverse: Pictures a stylized ring of fruit with the Star of
Arcturus logo near the top with "A Century of Progress" above and "A&P Carnival Chicago World's
Fair 1933" in the center. Reverse: Pictures a pig holding a bowl of fruit with "A&P" written on the
bowl. At the bottom is "Hi-Ho" in a raised ribbon. Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with
some wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 211 - Cast metal thermometer in the shape of the Havoline Thermometer Tower. Around the
six sides at the base of the tower is embossed "Havoline", "Thermometer", "Tower", "A Century",
"of Progress", "1933 Chicago". The front has a thermometer that works. At the top are indentations
and they are painted with blue enamel paint. Size: 4 1/2" tall and 2 1/2" across the base. Condition:
Fine, the finish overall is worn off, however the thermometer works and it still retains the paint in
the top grooves.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 212 - Round Enamel Ashtray. The edge is black and in the greenish blue enamel is the Star of
Arcturus logo with "1933 Chicago World's Fair" to the right. The name "Nita" is also in the tray. On
the bottom is a felt piece with triangle in the center "Genuine Porcelain Enamel" and around the
outside "A Century of Progress", "Porcelain Enamel Institute Chicago". Size: 5 1/2" diameter.
Condition: Excellent, with some wear to the bottom felt.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 213 - Bakelite key holder. The key holder has 2 separate sides held together with screws such
that you take the screws apart and put the screws back through your keys and they are in the holder.
One side has "A Century of Progress", "1933" along with the Star of Arcturus logo etched into it.
There is one key in the holder. Size: 2 15/16" long by 3/4" wide. Condition: Fine, most of the
coloring in the etched letters is gone.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 214 - Retractable bottle opener. The Brass plated holder contains a bottle opener that slides out
and back. The holder has Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" and "Chicago" on it. The back has a
runner for the opener to slide in an out. Both sides have "A Century of Progress" written on it. Size:
1/2" by 3/16" by 2 3/8" long closed, 3 3/8" long opened. Condition: Very Fine, there is a little wear
to the plating.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 215 - Red Poker Chip with the Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "A Century of
Progress Chicago" below". It is the same on both sides. Appears to be pressed cardboard. Size: 1
1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear and slight lifting at one spot on the edge.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 216 - Brass Clothing button with the Star of Arcturus logo with "1934" above and "A Century
of Progress Chicago" below". Size: 5/8" diameter. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 217 - Shield with American Flag on left and a foreign flag on the right. Above is "1833
Chicago" with "1933" between the 2 flags. There are 2 metal strips extending from the top that
indicates it was to be attached to something like a pen or it may be a part off something. Size: 3/4"
wide by 1 3/8" high (to the top of the pins). Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 218 - Small brass clip with the Star of Arcturus logo on one side. "1933" is above the logo and
"A Century of Progress Chicago" below. The background is blue enamel paint. The back of the clip
has a raised image of the Travel and Transportation Building. This could be a piece off something
else. Size: 7/16" wide by 5/8". The space between the front and back is 3/16" wide. Condition:
Extremely Fine with slight wear to the edge and the end of the word "Chicago".
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 219 - Enameled metal slider with an embossed Star of Arcturus in the center and written in the
blue enamel around the edge "Chicago", "World's", "Fair", "1934". This is the slider only, the bar it
slides on is not included. Size: 1/2" wide by 9/16" high. Condition: Excellent, but it is the slider off a
(I believe) tie bar.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 220 - Blue enamel lapel pin. Silver colored pin with blue enamel around Star of Arcturus logo
with "1933" above and "Chicago" below. Size: 7/16" x 11/16" wide. Condition: Excellent, with a
spot on the back.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 221 - Bracelet with the Star of Arcturus logo in the center with "1933" above and "A Century
of Progress" below. The bracelet is made up of links that have a nice simple deco design. Size:
Center is 1/2" high. Overall length is 6 1/2". Condition: Very Fine, a couple fo spots of corrosion
and there is little damage to the finish on the back of the center medallion.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 222 - Copper colored bangle (bracelet) with etched images all around. The images are (from
left to right) "Sky Ride", "Chicago", "Hall of Science", "1934" Star of Arcturus logo with "A
Century of Progress" below, "Travel and Trans. Bldg.", "Federal & States Bldg." The bracelet is
split at the back so it can be stretched around a wrist. Size: 3/4" thick and 2 3/16" across the opening.
Condition: Very Good, wear and light brown spots.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 223 - 2 piece pin with "34" on one end of the chain and on the other piece raised above a blue
enamel paint background is the Star of Arcturus logo with "1934" above and "A Century of Progress
Chicago" below. Size: Overall length is 2 5/16". The logo end is 1/4" wide by 3/8" high. Condition:
Very Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 224 - 2 piece pin on the original card with the original plastic wrapper. The pin has an
embossed Star of Arcturus with "1934" above in the center. At top is "Chicago" with blue paint
around it. At the bottom is "A Century of Progress" with blue paint around it. The other end of the
chain has the pin only, whatever was on it is gone (it fell out thru a hole in the plastic wrapper). Size:
Card is 2 1/4" wide by 2" high. Condition: Very Good only because the decoration on one end of the
pin is missing. The other half, that is present is Excellent. The plastic is torn at the bottom.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 225 - Two piece Badge with a brown, blue, orange and yellow ribbon holding the two pieces
together. The top has an eagle in the middle surrounded by buildings. At the bottom is "Fifteenth
National Convention". The bottom piece has an American Indian in the center with Fort Dearborn in
front of him. At the top is "Chicago". Below is the "American Legion" logo with a blue baked
enamel ring around it and "1933" on the side. Size: 1 13/16" wide by 4 1/16" high. Condition:
Excellent with nice age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 226 - Pot Metal Tray with raised image of the "Agricultural Building, Chicago World's Fair".
Around the edge is a flower pattern. The back is marked "Made in Japan". Size: 5 1/4' wide by 3
15/16" high. Condition: Very Good, the brass coloring is mostly rubbed off and the image is a little
worn.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 227 - Silver Colored Metal Crumb Tray. It has embossed images of "Federal Building",
"Travel and Transport Building", "Hall of Science" and labeled at bottom edge "1933 World's Fair
Chicago 1934". On the reverse side "34A57, N. Shure Co., Importers, Chicago" and "Made in
Japan". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 4 1/8". Condition: Very Fine with some wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 228 - Medal made of an odd light metal like manganese (but I am not sure what the medal is).
Obverse: Around the rim "Michigan - A Century of Progress Exposition". The center features an
eagle, two deer, and "1933", "E Pluribus Unum" above, "Circumspice" below and on the shield
"TUEBOR". Reverse: "Come to Michigan to Play", "the Nation's Playground" and shows a map of
the 2 parts of the state and Lake Michigan. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine, it has lots of wear,
but due to the lightness of the metal this is probably very common for this uncommon metal.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 229 - Ticket Booklet, "Railway Tourist Combination Book", "A Century of Progress
International Exposition Chicago 1934", "Void if Detached Fro" (right side ticket with the 'm book'
on it has been detached and used). The booklet is numbered "M 760003". All the tickets are
detached, except the one for the "Sky Ride". Inside are the remaining souvenir stubs. The exhibits
that the stubs are from are: "Sky Ride Tower", "Lagoon Boats", "Horticultural Exhibition", "Frank
Buck's Jungle Camp" and "Merrie England". Size: 5 15/16" wide by 2 5/16" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with some light spots overall (and of course 5 amission tickets are missing from the
ends).
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 230 - Ticket to "A Century of Progress Exposition International Exposition 1934". Blue and
black printing on white background. Image of gondolas with fountains are pictured on the ticket. The
ticket number is "G 5439". The ticket is complete with its stub. Size: 5 7/8" wide by 2 1/4" high.
Condition: Fine, there are 2 heavy creases in the ticket. It has the original admission stub.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 231 - Hard Cover Book "Homes and Furnishings", "as exhibited at the World's Fair, Chicago,
1934". Across the front in raised letters is "A Century of Progress" and there are 8 indented parallel
lines running from top to bottom on the cover. Inside are pictures and descriptions of 13 houses and
1 guest house. The outside of the houses along with many interior pictures of each house is included.
After each house is a list of the companies that supplied the construction Materials, the Furnishings
and Decoration, Equipment and Landscaping, along with the page number where you can see the
picture of their items. 127 pages. A must have for anyone who loves Art Deco furniture or wants to
document that a piece of furniture they have was actually displayed at the fair. Size: 7 7/8" wide by
10 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear and a couple of unimportant spots on the
inside.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 232 - Hard Cover Book "1934", "Official Pictures in Color", "A Century of Progress *
Chicago" by "Edna Hansen". This book has 32 color pictures of the fair (one per page) with a write
up of the picture on the opposing page. Size: 11" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine
with only slight wear to the covers.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 233 - Large Yellow picture soft cover book "Century of Progress" "Chicago World's Fair
Souvenir". Inside are 28 pages of black and white pictures of the fair buildings with captions. The
centerfold also has yellow printing. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11 5/8" high. Condition: Very Good, the
spine has a 2 1/2" long separation at the bottom, there is a little paper loss to the corners of the cover
and the booklet is a bit soiled. Someone must have spent a lot of time looking through this booklet.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 234 - Restaurant menu from "The Swift Bridge". Inside is a picture at the top of fair buildings
and at the bottom of food and people. It lists their offerings that include mostly "Swift Premium"
items. There are 2 paper clips holding their specials. There is a separate Wine List. On the cover is a
drawing of the Swift Bridge building with people walking around and critters in the water including
Neptune. Size: 9" wide by 12" high. Condition: Very Fine with slight wear and a little rust on the
paper clips.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 235 - Booklet entitled "Cleanliness Thru The Ages" presented by "Old Dutch Cleanser". The
cover is white with a logo in red, black, and white. On the back cover is the Old Dutch Cleanser girl.
The first page of the booklet has the Fair logo in green of the Star of Arcturus with "1933" above
and "A Century of Progress Chicago" below. The inside is printed in green and black. 31 pages.
Size: 5 7/8" wide by 8 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, very light soiling of covers.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 236 - "Souvenir Book - 1934 World's Fair Chicago" with the original mailing envelope. The
front cover shows the "Federal Building", "Illinois Host House", "Hall of Science" and "Fountain".
Back cover has "Sky Ride", "Travel and Transport Building", and "Electric Building". There are 64
pages of black and white pictures of various sights at the Fair. It was copyrighted by "Curt Teich and
Co 1934". The envelope pictures a fountain with gondolas and the Star of Arcturus. It states "64
Pages, 110 Views". There are places for the to and from addresses. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 9 1/2" high.
Condition: Book is Very Fine with some small brown spots, mostly on the edge. The envelope is
Very Good, the flap on the end is torn off, creases, light staining and pencil marks on back.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 237 - Folder "Give Us This Day Our Daily Light", "A Mural by Leo Katz", "On exhibition in
the Johns-Manville Building A Century of Progress Exposition", "1933". This opens to 3 pages on
each side and contains the mural across the top and a description of what each part means. Size:
Closed: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Fair, the cover is separated from the other 2 pages and 2
corners are ripped off the cover along with edge tears and a little soiling.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 238 - Pennant shaped paper decal for "YMCA Hotel Chicago", "2,500 rooms", "826 S.
Wabash Ave." written around a picture of the building.
On the right is "World's Fair 1933 Chicago".
Size: 4 5/8" wide by 2 5/8" high.
Condition: Fine, there is a fold and a tiny piece of the top corner is missing.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 239 - Pennant shaped paper decal with the Star of Arcturus logo on the left with "1933" above
and "Chicago" below.
On the right is "A Century of Progress". There is a reddish orange background.
Size: 5 1`5/16" wide by 3 3/8" high.
Condition: Very Good, there is paper loss in a few spots on the front.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 240 - Set of 25 Postcards, all the same. Each pictures the "Christian Science Monitor Building"
and marked "Official Post Card of A Century of Progress" on the back. There is a plane flying over
the building. A great dealer lot. Size: Each postcard is 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a little age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Category: 1935 California Pacific International Exposition (241 to 242)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 241 - Cachet Cover with block of 4 stamps commemorating the fair.
The picture is the fair's logo with "California International Exposition", "First Day of Issue", "San
Diego California" written below.
The postmark is "May 29 1935" and that is the day the fair opened and the date the stamp was
issued, but the postmark does not have First Day of Issue in the cancellation.
Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, light soiling.
Estimate: $ 25

$ 10

Lot # 242 - Lot of 2 postcards.
Both are marked on back: "Natural Color Post Card".
One is the "Entrance to American Tel. & Tel. Exhibit", "America's Exposition - 1935", "May 29 November 11". The official seal of the fair is also on the back. Size: 3 7/16" wide x 5 1/2" tall.
Condition: Unused and Fine with damage to all corners and a crease in one corner. The back is
soiled and lots of small ink spots on the back.
The other card is "The Palace of Photography one of the show places of America's Exposition 1935", "May 29 - November 11". The official seal of the fair is also on the back. Size: 3 7/16" wide
x 5 7/16" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine. Unused with a little wear on the gold edges.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1939-1940 New York World's Fair (243 to 341)
With the theme of 'World of Tomorrow', this fair was the first World's Fair to look into the future instead of just displaying man's
achievements up to the current time.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 243 - Model Truck from the 1939 General Motors Futurama Ride. This truck has a modern
appearance with a narrow front that causes the windshield to be bent in the center. The side has 4
horizontal lines with the number "40" next to them. The top is open air, I do not know if there was
every any cover or covering on it. On the bottom are rounded metal that appear from the side like
wheels (they don't turn). In the center of the bottom there are two connectors, one toward the front
and one toward the back, they were used for attaching the truck to the exhibit's diorama. For the last
25 years it has been on display at the Smithsonian in Washington D.C., on loan from the Herb
Rolfes' collection. Just returned to the family, you now have a chance to add this extremely rare item
to your collection. Pieces of the GM Futurama Ride rarely come on the market. Size: 8 1/4" long by
3 3/4" wide by 4" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine with scattered overall scratches.
Estimate: $ 2,500 - $ 3,500

$ 1,000

Lot # 244 - "American Express" Guide's Wool Jacket. The jacket is a dark blue color with a red
border all the way around the edge. On the right sleeve is a patch that pictures the Trylon and
Perisphere and has "American Express Guide Concessions Inc." written on it. On the left sleeve is a
patch with just writing "American Express". On the left breast pocket there is a round patch that
pictures a flag with "American Express" written on it. There are two pockets, one on each side. Each
of the 3 buttons is brass and has "American Express" written around the edge with a raised Western
Hemisphere in the center. Size: Across the bottom it is 40" wide. From top of the collar to the
bottom of the back is 29 1/4". It is probably a Men's size 38 (but that is just a guess from putting it
on). Condition: Good, there are many moth holes on both the front and the back, but it can still be
worn. This is a very uncommon uniform jacket.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 50

Lot # 245 - Small Lenox Vase or toothpick holder in salmon color china with embossed white
Trylon and Perisphere on one side and eagle on the other side. The bottom is marked "Officially
Approved N.Y.W.F. Inc. Lic.", "1789", "1939", "Lenox made in U.S.A. Designed in Honor of New
York World's Fair Ovington's New York" Size: 2 1/2" diameter by 2 3/4" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 246 - Bakelite item with green image of the Trylon and Perisphere on the front with "1939"
above in red and "N.Y.©W.F." in red on the bottom. There is a metal pin at the top that is spring
loaded. When you push down on the pin the round disk at the bottom moves down creating an
opening to the inside. I have no idea what this was for, but if anyone knows I would glad to include
it in the description. Size: 1" wide by 1 13/16" tall by 3/8" thick. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 247 - Bakelite letter opener with metal disk at the top. The disk pictures the Trylon and
Perisphere with "1939" above and blue background. Around this with an orange background is
"New York world's Fair". Size: 8" long by 1 3/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine, there is a little wear
to the T&P on the disk.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 248 - Memo Pad in the original box. The Pad cover has raised writing and image of the Trylon
and Perisphere. "New York World's Fair 1939" is written on the top. The box pictures the T&P and
has the same words on the top. The flap also states "Souvenir Memo Pad No. 1054". Size: Pad is 3
1/2" wide by 5 7/8" long by 7/8" high. Box is 1/8" bigger in all dimensions. Condition: Pad is Mint.
Box is Very Fine, some of the small flaps are missing, a scratch and some creases.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 249 - "Miniature Souvenir Cane" with a small pennant hanging on it. The cane is a very long
pencil with a deco design on it and a pink plastic handle at top. The pennant has the Trylon and
Perisphere pictured on it along with "N.Y. World's Fair 1939". Size: Cane is 15 3/8" high. Pennant is
4 1/2" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 250 - Ring with Trylon and Perisphere rising from the ring. Around the ring is a design and the
words in tiny letters "New York World's Fair 1939 © N.Y.W.F.". The ring is adjustable. Size:
11/16" diameter by 11/16" high (the Trylon). Condition: Extremely Fine with a little wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 251 - Coloring Book in the shape of a suitcase. "A Bag Full of New York World's Fair
Pictures to Color" is the title of the coloring book. Inside are 25 page each with a picture of a
building or site on the fair grounds with a description of the picture below. On the inside cover page
is the license information. 4 of the pages have been colored. Size: 15 1/8" wide by 11" high.
Condition: Good, a mouse ate into the left side and it goes thru all the pages. There are also some
rips in the handle on the pages and a piece of the handle is missing on one cover. There also some
stains.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 252 - Window Sticker for "Asbury Park", "The World's Fair Resort City" with the Trylon and
Perisphere in the center. The colors are dark green on an orange background. A rare sticker. Note:
the edges of the sticker are bent a little in the photo, however the piece is rectangular and complete.
Size: 7 7/8" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with several cracks in the surface due to the
fact that it curled over the years.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 253 - Large Color Slide of the "Gas Wonderland building" with the Trylon and Perisphere to
the left. Size: 7 7/8" wide by 9 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent with bright colors.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 254 - Large Color Slide of the interior of a patio. This was an exhibit at the fair but to be
honest I don't know which one. You can see the edge of the fake ceiling of the room at the top of the
photo. (I have a collection of these slides from the fair that I will be selling over the next few
auctions and this was in the collection.) Size: 7 7/8" high by 9 7/8" wide. Condition: Excellent with
bright colors.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 255 - Medium Size Color Slide with the Soviet Pavilion on the left, fountain on the right and
many buildings in the background include the "Kraft Foods" building. Size: 6 7/8" wide by 4 7/8"
high. Condition: Excellent with nice bright colors.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 256 - Medium Size Color Slide of the Soviet Pavilion. Size: 6 7/8" wide by 4 7/8" high.
Condition: Excellent with nice bright colors.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 257 - Medium Size Color Slide looking down the Court of States. Size: 6 7/8" high by 4 7/8"
wide. Condition: Excellent with nice bright colors.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 258 - Stereoview of Augusta Savage's statue Lift Every Voice and Sing. The card appears to
be home made. Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 259 - Large Serving Spoon with "1939 New York World's Fair" on the handle and the Trylon
& Perisphere at the top. The serving spoon was made by Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co. This spoon is plated.
The serving pieces are not common. Size: 8 1/2" long by 1 3/4" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine
with a little tarnish and some light scratches in the bowl.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 260 - Set of 12 paper doilies. Each doily has a raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere in the
center with other buildings and trees on either side. Embossed in the sky is "New York World's Fair
1939". Around the edge are raised circles on legs, possibly made to look like the Perisphere. These
are very hard to photograph. Size: 5" diameter. Condition: 4 are Excellent and 8 are Extremely Fine
with light browning (1 has a couple of spots).
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 261 - Set of 6 thin cardboard coasters. Each coaster has an orange border and a blue center.
The center pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with the Administration Building in the front. In the
sky is a plane that is sky writing "New York World's Fair". Size: 4 3/8" diameter. Condition: 4 are
Excellent. 2 are Extremely Fine with a couple of small brown spots.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 262 - Round metal compact with a multicolor celluloid picture on the lid. The picture is a view
of the Trylon and Perisphere in the center with the communications building on the left and planes in
the sky. At top is "©' New York World's Fair". The rim and back are black. There is a silver metal
rim around the perimeter of the compact and the perimeter of the lid. When opened there is a powder
reservoir. Mirror is inset into the inside of the lid. The powder puff is unused and mint. Size: 2 3/4"
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, a few light scuffs on the back.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 263 - Rectangular gold metal powder compact with a woven cloth top picturing the
Communications Building with "New York World's Fair 1939" written above. Inside is a tray with a
powder puff on it. Lift the tray and there is a compartment with powder below. The puff is marked
"Columbia Fifth Avenue". Size: 2 1/8" wide by 1 3/4". Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 264 - Small Framed Embossed Trylon and Perisphere in Brass with "New York World's Fair"
written around the Perisphere. Size: 2 1/4" wide by 1 11/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is
overall wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 265 - Money Clip with reverse painted glass bead in the center. The bead pictures the Trylon
and Perisphere with "1939 N.Y.W.F." written to the right. The colors of the bead are blue
background with orange and white coloring in the T&P. The rest is a bronze colored metal. There is
a license number on the back. Size: 2 1/4" by 1 1/4". Condition: Overall Very Fine, the metal has
wear and age toning. The bead is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 266 - Magic Playing Cards. This not a regular deck of cards but rather one used to perform
tricks. It only has 47 cards, but since there are 12 queen of diamonds and 12 Ace of diamonds I
guess the number of cards is not important. There is an instruction sheet enclosed that is titled
"Mickey Offers his original Svengali Routine". Each card has the same Trylon and Perisphere on a
globe with "New York World's Fair" written below the globe on the back. Buy the deck and learn
the tricks. Size: Box is 2 1/2" wide by 3 3/4" (the normal size of playing cards). Condition:
Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 267 - Celluloid Button from "Frank Buck's Jungleland", "N.Y. World's Fair" with a picture of
Frank Buck himself in the center. An uncommon button. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50

$ 20

Lot # 268 - Celluloid Button for "Finland Day June 24" with the Finish flag waving in front of the
Trylon and Perisphere. Around the top is written "Soumen Paiva". The image and writing are in blue
on a white background. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Good, there are several brown foxing spots on
the button. It is an uncommon button.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 269 - Paper Towel in original wrapper. The wrapper pictures the Trylon & Perisphere and has
"Contents - two paper towels - one cent", "The World's Fair of 1940 in New York", "Soft-Tuff
Scottissue towels individual, soft, absorbent, sanitary". Size: 4" high by 10 3/4" wide. Condition:
Fine with a few spots and light browning of the towel.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 270 - Elongated cent from the New York World's Fair. In the center is the image of the Trylon
and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" and "The World of Tomorrow" written around the
edge. In the sky is "1939". There is no visible image on the back. Size: 1 9/16" high by 3/4" wide.
Condition: Fine, it has a small hole, a small dent, a little gunk at 5 o'clock and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 271 - Key Chain with chain to a brass medal. The medal pictures the Trylon and Perisphere on
one side with "New York World's Fair" above. On the other side is pictured the "Administration
Building". Size: Medal is 7/8" diameter. Overall length with key holder is 2 5/8" long. Condition:
Fine, there is wear to the finish of the medal.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 272 - Embroidered cloth patch, blue stitching on an orange background of the Trylon &
Perisphere with "1940" above. Size: 3 1/8"" high by 3 1/8" at the widest. Condition:Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 273 - Badge for "Order of the Eastern Star" (as written on the ribbon) with a one sided medal
hanging from the bottom. Around the edge of the medal "Grand Chapter 70th Annual Session", "N.
Y. World's Fair 1939". In the center is a 5 sided star with an eagle at the top and different symbols in
the star. Behind the star are 2 people. Under the star is "O", "E" and "S" in a ribbon with "N.Y."
below. Size: 1 5/8" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition" Extremely Fine, the writing on the ribbon is a
little faded.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 274 - Gold pin in the shape of a female's hand with an attached disk, all on the original card.
The attached disk pictures the bust of Washington in the center with "Washington's 150
Anniversary" and "1789 N.Y.W.F. 1939" written around it. The card has "New York 1939 World's
Fair" written across with the Trylon and Perisphere pictured in both lower corners along with
copyright and "Officially Approved". Size: Card: 3 1/2" wide by 2 1/2" high. Pin: Hand is 1 7/16"
long. Disk is 9/16" diameter. Condition: Pin is Excellent. Card is Very Fine with edge and corner
bends and a couple of creases. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 275 - Brass Trylon and Perisphere pin with a screw back. Size: 7/8" wide by 1" 3/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine with wear on the high spot of the Perisphere.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 276 - Bakelite Stick pin in orange with the Trylon and Perisphere (Perisphere is a white bead)
and the words "New York World's Fair" above and "Bakelite" below. The back is marked with
"molded on H-P-M injection machine made by The Hydraulic Press Mfg. Co." with the "Bakelite"
trade mark at the bottom. Size: The head is 1 1/4" wide and 1 1/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 277 - Large pin with Trylon and Perisphere and other buildings cut out in the center. Above is
a cut out "1939". On each side are deco style designs. There are 14 glass jewels of different colors
surrounding the center. An uncommon pin. Size: 3 15/16" wide by 2 9/16" high. Condition: Fine,
there is wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 278 - Brass shell pin with round outer edge and inside has image of the Trylon and Perisphere.
Under the T&P is "© New York World's Fair 1939" Size: 1 5/8" diameter. Condition: Very Good,
there is wear and little corrosion between 1 and 3 o'clock on the outer rim.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 279 - Plastic charm for "The Equitable Life" company. This figural charm was given out at the
fair. Size: 7/8" wide by 1" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear to the lettering.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 280 - Turquoise plastic pin in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere. Small gold colored link
chain attaches the pin to a smaller pin. T&P pin has the words, "NY World's Fair" at the bottom. On
the smaller pin is the date "1939" and the words "New York World's Fair". Size: T&P is 11/16" high
by 5/8" wide. Date is 9/16" wide by 3/8" high. Overall length of pin is 3". Condition: Excellent with
a little age toning on the date piece.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 281 - Brass finished Trylon & Perisphere pin with chain connecting it to "39". Size: T&P is
1/2" wide by 5/8" high. Overall length is 1 5/8" long. Condition: Extremely Fine, light wear to
finish.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 282 - Brass Shell Pin with cut out Trylon and Perisphere with "N.Y. World's Fair" written
underneath. There is orange paint on both the T&P. Size: 1 1/8" wide by 1 13/16" high. Condition:
Fine, some of the orange paint is missing from the top of the Perisphere and the Trylon is a little
scratched.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 283 - Libbey juice glass picturing the "Music Building" in orange with yellow writing around
the bottom "New York World's Fair 1940". Size: 3 13/16" tall by 2 13/16" diameter. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 284 - Glass Tumbler with Blue picture of "Business Administration Building" in the center
with blue stars at the top. Around the bottom is "New York World's Fair 1939" in orange with
orange stars above it. Size: 2 5/8" diameter at the top by 4 3/4" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 285 - Glass Tumbler with Orange picture of the "Music Building" in the center with orange
stars around the top. Around the bottom is "New York World's Fair 1939" in yellow with yellow
stars above. Size: 2 5/8" diameter at the top by 4 3/4" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight wear to
image.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 286 - Large Medal for "Liefr Eiriksson anno 1000" picturing a map with a Viking sailing ship
in the center. On the left is "Iceland" and the right "America". Reverse: Only writting on the back
"Liefr Eiriksson Son of Iceland Discoverer of Vinland 1000 AD." and "Iceland in the New York
World's Fair 1939". Size: 3 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with wear and some of the black
coloring has lightened to have a bit of a green hue.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 287 - Large Bronze Medal or small bronze plaque. This one sided medal pictures 2 women
holding up a circle that has the Trylon and Perisphere in the center. Between them at the bottom is a
shield with "Special Award of Merit" written on it. At the top of the medal is "The World's Fair of
1940 in New York". At the bottom, etched into the medal is "Rockefeller Center". On the back are 2
holes where this may have been attached to something originally. Size: 2 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Fine, there are some dents in the leg of the woman on the right and a few rim dents.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 288 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Pictures the "Christian Science" building with "1939" below.
Reverse: Written around the edge is "Christian Science Building" with a wreath inside and "New
York World's Fair" in the center. At the bottom is "1939". Size: 2 1/2" diameter by 3/16" thick.
Condition: Extremely Fine, a couple of very minor rim nicks and nice age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 289 - "Lucky Penny" with image of Indian in headdress on the Obverse. Under the Indian is
written "Made in Japan". Reverse pictures the "Trylon and Perisphere New York World's Fair New
York". It has a copper finish. Size: 2 1/4" diameter by 1/8"+ thick. Condition: Very Fine with a little
wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 290 - Large Bronze Award Medal. Obverse: Raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere and
the George Washington Statue with "New York World's Fair 1940" at the bottom. Reverse: At top is
the Trylon and Perisphere with "For Peace and Freedom" written around the upper edge. In the
center is the New York City Skyline. At the bottom is written "Awarded by the World's Fair 1940 in
New York". This is an uncommon variety of this medal. Size: 2 15/16" diameter by 3/16" thick.
Condition: Very Fine, a few rim nicks and surface scratches, spots and a couple of tiny spots of
corrosion.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 291 - Silver colored medal picturing the top of the "Italia" pavilion on one side. The other side
pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York Worlds Fair" written around the edge. Size: 1
3/8" diameter. Condition: Fine with wear and overall age toning. Hole may not be original.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 292 - Brass Medal Spinner. Obverse: Pictures the Trylon and Perisphere and in the upper left
corner "New York World's Fair 1940." Reverse: Around the edge is "For Peace and Freedom" with
the statue of "George Washington" in the center. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine, lots of wear
to the finish.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 293 - Bronze medal. Obverse: Pictures Trylon and Perisphere in center and rays of light
coming from behind it with "In 1939 New York World's Fair" at the top. Reverse: "Souvenir of the
150th Anniversary", "George Washington's Inauguration" with a picture of the inauguration. Size: 1
1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, it is nice and bright with slight rim damage.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 294 - Brass Pendant with blue baked enamel disk in the center. The disk pictures the
"Administration" Building in the center with "New York World's Fair 1939" around the top edge.
Holed at top for wearing on a chain. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Fine, there is a little damage to the
baked enamel around the lettering and it has light cracks in the field and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 295 - Pocket knife with mother of pearl handles. On one side is printed the Trylon and
Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" written next to the picture. The other side is blank. There
are 2 blades. The knife was made by "Colonial Prov R.I." Size: Handle is 2 5/16" long by 7/16"
wide. Condition: Extremely Fine. The picture is Excellent. There is wear to the finish of the metal on
the handle.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 296 - Pocket knife with single blade. Each side of the handle has a plastic cover over a picture.
One side pictures the "Trylon and Perisphere" with the fountain in front and has "New York World's
Fair 1939" written above. The other side pictures the "Administration Building" and "Hall of
Communication". "New York World's Fair 1939" is also written next to the picture. Made by "Utica
Cutlery" Size: The handle is 3 7/16" long by 11/16" wide. Condition: Very Good. The outer edge of
the blade is rusted. The ends of the handle are rusted. The pictures are yellow and the plastic covers
are scratched a bit.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 297 - Ring with round blue and orange baked enamel logo with Trylon and Perisphere "New
York World's Fair 1939" around the edge. The band is adjustable. Size: 3/4" wide by 1" deep. The
disk is 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Good, there is damage to the edge of the enamel disk and the
band is worn.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 298 - Mother of Pearl clothing studs in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere. They are not
marked WF, but are from the era. Size: Each is 5/8" wide by 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 299 - Brass Shell pin with a hanging locket. The pin pictures 2 leaves on a branch. The locket
has the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" above and "1939" below. The
background is blue and red. Inside are 2 little photographs of girls. Size: 1 5/8" wide by 2 3/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine, with some wear and age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 300 - Gold colored metal pin with 2 pieces connected by a chain on the original card. One end
is a sailboat pin and the other is a blue and orange medallion with the words, " World's Fair N.Y."
with the Trylon and Perisphere in the center and "1939" below. Pin is still in original merchandising
packaging: "Official Souvenir NY World's Fair", "Lic. 185 Blecher U.S.A." On the back is the
original price sticker with the words, "Exposition Souvenir 25 J 507". Size: 2 1/4" wide by 2" high.
The medallion is 5/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent. Cellophane wrapping shows a little age.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 301 - 2 piece Leather Badge. The top bar has "New York World's Fair" written on it in gold.
The bottom is attached by a double string. The bottom has a reverse glass bead in the center. The
background of the bead is orange. Size: 2 1/4" high by 1 1/4" wide. Condition: The Leather portion
is Very Fine with some normal wear. The bead has crackling of the paint.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 302 - Enamel Boat pin with attached shield that pictures the Trylon and Perisphere in the
center with "New York" at the top of the shield and "World's Fair' at the bottom. Size: 1 3/4" wide
by 1 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, very light wear to shield.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 303 - Badge with orange and blue ribbons. The top is a pin back button, "New York World's
Fair Year 1939". Printed in orange, blue and white it pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with "The
Dawn of a New Day" in a flag at top and "New York World's Fair Year 1939" below. Size: Overall
length is 5 1/8". The button is 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine, the button is a little yellowed, the
ribbons are soiled and have a few tiny holes in them.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 304 - Stick Pin with reverse glass bead at the top. The bead pictures the Trylon and Perisphere.
The colors in the bead are green, blue, white and beige. Size: Bead is 1/2" diameter. Overall length is
2 3/4". Condition: Very Fine with a little paint peeling on the Perisphere.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 305 - Brass circular medal made into a pin. It pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with the
words "New York Worlds Fair 1939" around the edge. At the top is an original loop. On the back is
attached a pin. Size: 9/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 306 - Bracelet with 3 enamel flags (2 U.S. and one is the Fair's flag) and hanging letters "NY
WORLDS FAIR 1939". On the back of the WF flag is "New York Official 1939 World's Fair". Size:
Overall length is 7 3/8". The enamel flags are 1/2" by 3/8". Condition: Excellent with light age toing.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 307 - Bakelite Bracelet with raised Trylon and Perispheres all around the sides. The bracelet is
black and the T&Ps are white. Around each T&P are white stars. This is a bangle that you slip on
your wrist. Size: 2 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, there is a little loss of the white on a
few T&Ps and stars. Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 308 - Bracelet with 5 enamel painted disks. Each disk is printed on both sides. One has the
Trylon and Perisphere on both side with "New York World's Fair" printed around it. One has a blue
background and the other an orange background. The images are: "Administration Bldg", "N.Y.
State Bldg", "Marine Building", Communications Bldg", "Federal Building", "Railroad Building",
"Aviation Bldg" and "Textile Building". Size: Disks are each 3/4" diameter. The bracelet is 6 1/2"
long. Condition: Fine, there are spots on some disks and some damage and wear on some disks.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 309 - Bracelet with hanging letters and 4 hanging charms. The letters spell out "WORLDS
FAIR 39". The charms are: A little brass book with the Trylon and Perisphere and "New York
World's Fair 1939" on the cover. The book opens on its hinge. There is a round charm with a cut out
T&P in the center and "N.Y. World's Fair" around the edge. There is an Empire State Building. The
last charm is a globe that was originally painted blue, but most of the paint is gone. Size: 7 1/2" long.
Condition: Good, the letters have dark blue paint on them but some of the paint is missing from
every letter. The globe is missing paint. There is overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 310 - Folder of Admission Tickets to the "Land of Israel at the New York World's Fair 1939".
Open the folder and inside are 3 unused tickets stapled to folder. These were given out to
"Contributing Member to the Jewish Palestine Exhibit at the New York World's Fair - 1939". There
is a place for the person's name (this one is blank) . The folder has a number "No. 263530 A".
Behind the writing is a silhouette of the building. An uncommon pavilion ticket. Size: Closed the
folder is 3 15/16" wide by 2 5/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, very slight wear and soiling.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 311 - Ticket Stub: "New York World's Fair 1939 Incorporated Souvenir", "April 30 to October
31", with facsimile signature of the President and Treasurer and the number "No. 912851" printed at
the bottom. The colors are turquoise, dark blue, yellow, orange and purple. The stub has been
separated on the right side from the book it was originally in. Size: 4 5/8" wide by 2 7/16" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 312 - Partially used booklet originally containing 20 "Teachers - College" "Admission
Tickets" to "The New York World's Fair of 1940". The booklet is numbered "X 3538". The cover
pictures a brown Trylon and Perisphere with the George Washington statue and pools in front. Inside
is a picture of the teacher. Half the tickets remain. Size: 3 3/4" x 2 1/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine,
some normal wear to the cover. One ticket is not attached.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 313 - Soft Cover Booklet "New York World's Fair", "World of Tomorrow" with the original
mailer envelope. The cover pictures the Trylon and Perisphere (shown as the earth) with spot lights
from the back, planes in the sky and a boat and train at the bottom (very art deco). Inside are black
and white photos of the fair with captions. The booklet was Published "by Tichnor Brothers, Inc.,
Boston, Mass." 56 pages. Size: 6 5/8" wide by 9 7/8" high. Condition: Booklet is Extremely Fine
with a little wear and a couple of very light spots. The envelope is torn at the end (flap is missing)
and has several edge tears and creases.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 314 - Program for 1939 version of "Billy Rose's Aquacade" at the Fair. Contents include
information about the performers and production crews as well as the production itself. Includes
several black and white photos and several advertisements. Front cover has a full-color graphic
image of the Aquacade on a green background with a female performer in a swimsuit in the
foreground. 32 pages. Size: 8 3/4" wide by 11 7/8" high. Condition: Fine with a crease down the
center and a stain at the bottom of the cover.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 315 - Magazine "US Steel News" from "July 1938". The cover pictures the Trylon and
Perisphere. Inside there, among other stories, is an article on the building of the Trylon and
Perisphere titled "The 'Needle' and the 'Apple', Theme Structures of New York World's Fair". There
is also a small article and picture of the US Steel pavilion at the fair. There is also a cartoon in the
back of a woman wearing a hat with the T&P on the top. 28 Pages. Size: 8 3/8" wide by 11 3/8"
high. Condition: Very Good, the center page is not attached, there is minor damage to the edges and
the pages are slightly soiled.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 316 - Letter on the official "General Motors Corporation" stationery from the "World's Fair,
New York" signed by "Frank Harting", "Department of Public Relations". This is a cover letter that
accompanied some photographs of the Futurama Exhibit. The photos are NOT included with this
picture. Size: 8 3/8" wide by 10 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 317 - Letter from "Remington Rand Inc." on their stationery with their fair pavilion printed in
the lower left corner. The letter states "our plans do not include representation in the New York
World's Fair in 1940." Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with folds and a
few light crease marks.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 318 - Letter from the "Continental Baking Company" with a multicolor picture of their
pavilion, "The Wonder Baker at the World's Fair", in the upper left corner. The letter is a cover letter
that was sent along with some photographs that had been requested. The photographs are NOT
included. Size: 8 3/8 wide by 10 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with folds a a couple of light
creases.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 319 - Letter typed on "New York World's Fair 1939" stationery given out by the "Remington
Rand Exhibit" so people could try out their "Portable" "typewriter". Size: 8 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Good has a tear in upper left corner, a couple of edge nicks and age toning of paper.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 320 - "Souvenir Folder" for "The Town of Tomorrow and Home Building Center". This is just
the cover that you would put the all the floor plans and other building information that had been
collected in the exhibit into. There is a street plan on the cover that has numbers indicating which
house goes with which floor plan. Inside are a comprehensive list of the participants in the exhibit.
Size: 8 7/8" wide by 11 3/4" high. Condition: Fine with some edge tears and wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 321 - Folder "Parkway Routes to the New York World's Fair via Bear Mountain Bridge".
"Scenic Crossing of the Hudson which connects directly with the Parkway entrance to the World's
Fair and New York City". Opens to 4 pages with maps and pictures of the sites you will see along
the way. Size: Closed: 4" wide by 9" high. Open: 15 7/8" wide by 9" high. Condition: Fine, there are
some edge tears and creases and one tear on a fold 1 3/8" long.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 322 - Folder "See the Hit Show at the Fair Railroads on Parade". Open it once and it shows
pictures from the live stage show. Open it again and it contains a map of the fairgrounds with the
outlines of each building and a red line from the gate to the Railroads on Parade show. Size: Closed:
3 7/16" wide by 7 7/8" high. Fully Open: 15 1/2" wide by 10 1/8" high. Condition: Very Good, a few
edge tears and.folds.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 323 - Pocket-size, 5 panel fold-out advertisement for the Greyhound bus tours of the Fair;
includes descriptions of 5 tours with prices. On the back is map of Fair and bus stops. This is printed
in Blue with some orange (last year I sold the orange version). Size: Closed: 2 1/2" wide by 4 1/2"
high. Open: 12 3/16" wide by 9" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 324 - Folder, paper, "Hearing Test using Musical Tones" "Bell Telephone Exhibit" "New York
World's Fair 1940". Inside are instructions on how to take the test and the test was taken by someone
in pencil. Size: 8 3/4 inches high by 4 1/8 inches wide (open 8 1/4 inches wide). Condition: Very
Fine with light creases at the corners and pencil writing inside (filling in the hearing test).
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 325 - Flyer for "American Jubilee". "A $ 4.00 show for 40 cents Tax Free". Printed in red and
blue on a white background. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 6 5/8" high. Condition: Fine, fold in center, crease
in the middle and a couple of small spots of paper loss at the top.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 326 - "Where to Meet at the Fair or Leave a Message for your Friends" folder from "The
Equitable's Garden of Security". This folder opens to 4 pages wide with an aerial photograph of the
fair grounds with the buildings numbered and a legend at the bottom. The other side has information
about their "Message Center" at the fair. The photo was taken by "Fairchild Aerial Surveys, Inc."
Size: Closed: 4 1/2" wide by 9" high. Open: 18" wide by 9" high. Condition: Fine with small tears at
the bottom and top page seam. There are some pencil numbers on the inside. An uncommon folder.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 327 - "News Bulletin from 'Gardens on Parade'", the "Horticultural Exhibition at the New
York World's Fair 1939". This is "Volume 1 Number 4". This folder opens to 4 pages of information
and pictures of the exhibit. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little
damage on the seams where it was folded and a tear in one corner and folds on others.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 328 - "Ballantine Inn" Coaster. The front pictures their building with "New York World's Fair
1939" underneath. On the back is "Limpin' Limerick" where you write your own last line and then
mail it to a friend (there is a place for name and address and a stamp). Size: 4 1/4" diameter.
Condition: Extremely Fine, a few scratches on the back, slight yellowing from age.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 329 - Multicolor Used Postcard picturing "The 'Supreme Spectacle' at Fire and Water New
York World's Fair 1939" made by "Tichnor Brothers Inc. Boston". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16"
high. Condition: Excellent, but is has been mailed and has a message on the back.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 330 - Postcard Folder with multicolor aerial view on the back and 18 color pictures of building
on a foldout inside. The cover shows the famous blue Poster and has a place to write the address.
This is unused. Size: 6 1/8" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine a little edge wear and
creases on edges.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 331 - Postcard with a black and white picture of the "Trylon & Perisphere N.Y.W.F. 1939".
The card is numbered "63F." On the back it is marked "Official License" and published by the
"Manhattan Post Card Publishing Co., Inc. N.Y.C." Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition:
Unused and Very Fine, there is a little soiling on the bottom right corner and a couple of small
brown spots on the back.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 332 - Postcard with black and white photo image of "5F-117 Entrance to American Telephone
& Telegraph Bldg. - N.Y.W.F." also marked in small letters "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 5
7/16" by 3 7/16". Condition: Extremely Fine, with slight corner damage. Unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 333 - Postcard with black and white photo image of "5F-139 Night Scene - Constitutional Mall
- N.Y.W.F." also marked in small letters "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 5 7/16" by 3 1/2".
Condition: Fine, there are scratches in the field and corner damage (one is creased) and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 334 - Postcard with black and white photo image of "5F-115 The City of Light - N.Y.W.F."
also marked in small letters "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 5 7/16" by 3 1/2". Condition:
Extremely Fine, damage to bottom right corner and unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 335 - Postcard with black and white photo image of "5F-135 Communications Bldg. N.Y.W.F." also marked in small letters "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 5 7/16" by 3 1/2".
Condition: Very Fine, crease to bottom right corner and unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 336 - Postcard with black and white photo image of "5F-138 U.S.S.R. Exhibit Bldg. N.Y.W.F." also marked in small letters "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 5 7/16" by 3 7/16".
Condition: Extremely Fine and unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 337 - Postcard with black and white photo image of "5F- 128 Night Illumination - N.Y.W.F."
also marked in small letters "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 5 7/16" by 3 1/2". Condition: Very
Good, there is a crease through the center of the image and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 338 - Postcard with black and white photo image of "5F- 194 The Hungarian Bldg. N.Y.W.F." also marked in small letters "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 5 7/16" by 3 7/16".
Condition: Extremely Fine and unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 339 - Postcard with black and white photo image of the Court of Peace. The card is unmarked.
Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Fine, there is a scratch in the sky (but it may have
been in the negative) and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 340 - Postcard in sepia tone of "The Russian Pavilion" (marked on back). "Published by he
Albertype Co." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine and unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 341 - Postcard with black and white picture of "Sculpture at the World's Fair of 1940, New
York." (marked on back). The card is used and has a Brooklyn postmark. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 1/2"
high. Condition: Very Good, there is a crease in the upper right corner and damage to the other
corners.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: 1939-1940 Golden Gate International Exposition (342 to 357)
Held in San Francisco, California. Also known as Treasure Island.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 342 - Frosted Glass Electric Lamp with glass dome. The front of the dome pictures the Tower
of the Sun with an airplane flying by. Underneath the picture is "1939 Golden Gate International
Exposition". The lamp works. Size: The base is 4 1/4" wide by 5 3/4" deep and with the dome it
stands 10" tall. Condition: Excellent although the wire is a little frayed. This is a real beauty.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

$ 75

Lot # 343 - 1939 Brass Medal. Obverse: Pictures Golden Gate Bridge with a ship passing
underneath. "Golden Gate International Exposition San Francisco, California" is written around the
edge. Reverse: pictures "San Francisco, Oakland Bay Bridge" in the center with a plane flying
overhead. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 344 - "Pageant of the Pacific" in the original envelope. The booklet is "Pageant of the Pacific",
"Official Souvenir Golden Gate International Exposition" in the original envelope. The booklet has
color covers and inside are 14 pages of black and white photos of the buildings with a description.
There is even a picture of the Ferris Wheel. Size: Booklet: 13 5/8" wide by 10 5/8" high. Condition:
Booklet is Extremely Fine with a little spine and corner damage. Envelope is torn completely on one
edge, many rips on the other edges and has some tape on the front.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 345 - Large Match Book with logo on the cover, aerial view of fair grounds on the back and
printed on the matches in color is the "Golden Gate Bridge". Size: closed: 3 3/8" wide by 4 1/4".
Condition: Very Good, the cover has wear spots of missing paper and one match is missing.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 346 - "Official Guide Book", "Revised Edition", "Golden Gate International Exposition on San
Francisco Bay". This official guide contains 116 pages and lists and pictures the buildings with floor
plans and advertisements. Inside the cover is the fold out map in color of the fair grounds. Size: 5
9/16" wide by 8 3/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little damage to the covers.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 347 - Letter from the "San Francisco Convention & Tourist Bureau" thanking Mr. Abrams of
the El Cortez Hotel on Geary St. for his check that will be used to "make 1940 a successful visitor
year following the records established in this Fair year of 1939". Size: 8 1/2" wide by 10 3/4" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, with some fold marks and light creases.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 348 - Cachet Cover with block of 4 stamps commemorating the fair. The picture is a map of
the San Francisco Bay with "1939 Golden Gate International Exposition", "on San Francisco Bay"
written around it. The letter is postmarked "Feb 18 1939", "Golden Gate Station". The date is the
First Day of Issue, but the postmark does not state that. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high.
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 20

$ 10

Lot # 349 - Ticket for the "Elephant Train Sight-Seeing Tour", "Golden Gate International
Exposition", "1940", ticket number "50595". Size: 3 9/16" wide by 2" high. Condition: Very Fine,
bottom left corner cut out looks like it was made with a hole punch. There is glue residue on the
back.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 350 - Diamond Shaped Luggage Label (really a square) picturing the Tower of the Sun with
"The West Invites You", "1939 World's Fair", "on San Francisco Bay". There is a small "© 1939
S.F. Bay Expo." Printed on the edge of the bottom. Colors are orange, blue and yellow. Size: 3 3/4"
square. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 351 - Postcard with color image of "Court of Flowers. Golden Gate International Exposition.
San Francisco", Numbered "C-8" The back of this unused postcard is marked "Golden Gate
International Exposition Official Post Card" with logo and "The H. S. Crocker Co. Inc. S.F." &
"66307". Size: 3 7/16" by 5 3/8". Condition: Extremely Fine. Unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 352 - Postcard with color image of "Tower of the Sun. Golden Gate International Exposition.
San Francisco", Numbered "C-6" The back of this unused postcard is marked "Golden Gate
International Exposition Official Post Card" with logo and "The H. S. Crocker Co. Inc. S.F." &
"66307". Size: 3 7/16" by 5 3/8". Condition: Extremely Fine. Unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 353 - Black and white photographic Postcard of "Pacifica G. G. I. Exposition '39", Size: 3 3/8"
wide by 5 3/8" High. Condition: Very Fine, damage to 2 corners. Unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 354 - Postcard with Black and white photo image of "Elephant Towers", "Golden Gate
International Exposition '39". Also marked on front "Moulin". Size: 5 5/16" wide by 3 3/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine, a little corner damage. Unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 355 - Postcard with Black and white photo image of "Court of Pacifica", "Golden Gate
International Exposition '39". Also marked on front "Moulin". Size: 5 5/16" wide by 3 3/8" high.
Condition: Fine, damage to all four corners. Unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 356 - Postcard with black and white picture of "Art Exhibits", "Pavilion of Ecuador, Treasure
Island", "Moulin Studios 1939". Size: 5 3/8" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine
although there is some writing on the back (notes about the card, not a message to someone).
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 357 - Postcard with black and white picture of "'Bitudobe' reproduction of typical 'Old
Adobe'... in garden exhibit of California Nursery Company at Golden Gate International Exposition.
There are serrations at the bottom that make it appear as if this card was removed from a booklet of
postcards. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is a crease on bottom left
corner and someone wrote a message on the back, but never mailed the card.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1958 Brussels International Exposition (358 to 360)
The first major World's Fair to be held after World War II. This fair celebrated the return of Europe to its pre-war stature.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 358 - Enameled Pin from Czechoslovakia Pavilion marked "Ceskoslovensko", "58". The
colors are white, blue and red. Size: 7/8" wide by 1" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 359 - Poster Stamps. A complete sheet of 16 poster stamps. Each stamp pictures a human
figure in front of a globe holding the fair's logo in their hand. Below is written "Universal Exhibition
Brussels 1958 April 17th. - October 19th." These stamps contain the same image as one of the
official posters for the fair. Size: 5 11/16" wide by 8 5/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 360 - Set of 23 Event Day Covers, 22 have stamps and cancellations (the cancellations are all
different dates, the date of the specific event). The covers are all different and feature different
stamps (19 of the covers have the same stamp). 20 of the postmarks state "Exposition Bruxelles"
while the other 2 are fair related. A nice collection of covers. Size: Each cover is 6 1/2" wide by 3
5/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine to Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50

$ 10

Category: 1962 Seattle World's Fair (361 to 362)
Also known as Century 21

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 361 - "Tea bag holder", white with gold trim. The center shows an aerial view of the
fairgrounds with the Space Needle towering above. Above the Space Needle it reads "Seattle
World's Fair 1962". Made by "Victoria Ceramics" (sticker still on the back). Size: 3 15/16" wide by
3 15/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 362 - 4 cent US Postage Stamp commemorating the fair. Size: 1" wide by 1 1/2" high.
Condition: Mint and unhinged.
Estimate: $ 1

$1

Category: 1964-65 New York World's Fair (363 to 434)
With the theme "Peace Through Understanding" the fair was intended to promote Peace.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 363 - Black Top Hat paperweight from "Illinois Land of Lincoln Pavilion", "New York
World's Fair 1964-1965". On the bottom is a gold foil that has printed on it "Created by Stafford
Mfg. Co, Inc, Brooklyn 20, N.Y. for Independence Hall of Chicago the Museum of our National
Heritage". This is a rare souvenir. Size: 3 5/8" wide by 4" deep by 3 1/4" tall. Condition: Very Fine
there are some white spots on the hat.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 364 - Mug from "Hall of Education at the New York World's Fair 1964 - 1965" with a raised
bust of John Kennedy on one side with "1917-1963" above and "JFK" below. Size: 4 5/8" tall by 4
3/4" wide from edge to edge of handle. Condition: Extremely Fine, there is a tiny chip on the bottom
edge.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 365 - A Pair of Ceramic Bookends. They are glazed brown ceramic with a figural Unisphere
on each one. Each base is marked on the side in raised letters "New York World's Fair 1964-1965".
Gold trim is on the rings around the globe and around the base of globe. On the back of one is a
World's Fair Copyright sticker. Made in Japan. Size: 5" high by 3 1/2" wide by 4" deep. Condition:
Extremely Fine, the felt on the bottom of both is worn.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 366 - Blue Overnight Suitcase with "New York World's Fair" written in Orange on the top
along with pictures of the Sky Ride, Unisphere and Traveler's Pavilion. The suitcase is round with a
flat bottom with a zipper that goes 3/4 of the way around. The handle is blue patent leather. Size: 13"
diameter by 3 3/8" thick. Condition: Very Fine overall with rust on the metal holding the handle and
the zipper is unattached from the top about 4" around the edge inside. Also, in light pen on the top
someone write very small "peace" with the peace symbol.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 367 - "Single Entry Vehicle Permit", "Display on Windshield or Sun Visor while on Fair
Grounds", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation", "(Good for One Day Only)". Dated
"Feb 11 1965" with "serial no." in red "S 11627". There is a space for vehicle information, company
and "IBM" is written on it. "Surrender This Permit At Exit" (I guess someone forgot). Size: 7 5/16"
wide by 5" high. Condition: Excellent with ever so slight aging of paper.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 368 - Metal Bank in the shape of the Unisphere with "New York World's Fair 1964-1965"
Written around the base. There is gold wash over the whole surface (a little worn and missing in
spots). The bottom has a closing mechanism that has "Turn 1/4 Pull Out" to open. I believe that there
was never a key for this bank, just use a screwdriver. Size: 5" tall by 3 1/2" diameter (the
Unisphere). Condition: Very Fine with some wear to finish. There is one bad spot in the writing on
the base.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 369 - A bobble head Unisphere. It is blue and white with a map of the world embossed on it.
The base is blue and is marked "1964 - New York World's Fair - 1965". Size: 4 1/2" tall by 3 1/4"
diameter at the base. Condition: Extremely Fine, has a couple of small scratches.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 370 - "Telescope" in original Box that is marked "Official". Both the box and the telescope
picture the Unisphere printed in orange, blue and white and have "New York World's Fair 19641965" written on them. Size: Box is 2 3/8" square by 6 7/8" tall. Telescope is 13" long fully
extended. Condition: Fine. The telescope has a little fading in center and a dent on the side. The box
is missing the large flap on one end and it is not attached on the other end. The box shows wear
overall.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 371 - "Jumbo Coloring Book" with "Exciting World's Fair Panoramas to Color". Inside are 8
double wide pages to color. Size: 11" wide by 14" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with crease to
the upper right corner. Unused.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 372 - Wooden Pop Gun. Pull the handle out, then push it in and the ball at the end will pop
out. Unfortunately the ball at the end is missing. Size: 11 1/2" ling by 1 1/4" diameter at the widest.
Condition: It would be Very Fine if it had the ball, but since the ball is missing it can only be rated
as Good.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 373 - "The World's Fair Children's Card Game," in original box that has Peter and Wendy on
two sides. This is a complete deck of 36 cards (4 cards per number 1-9), each number has a different
Fair building. It includes the instruction sheet. It is a match and memory game. Size: Box is 3 5/8"
high by 2 5/8" wide. Condition: Box is Excellent. Cards and instructions are Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 374 - 12 Ektachrome Color Slides of the Fair. These were taken by a visitor to the fair. 9 are
daytime (1 is a nice picture of a little girl in front of the fountains that lead to the Unisphere, maybe
its you), 3 are at dusk. Size: Each is 2" square. Condition: The pictures are all crisp and clear with
excellent color, but half of the slides have what appears to be dirt on them.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 375 - Complete set of 51 folders, "The Equitable at the New York World's Fair - 1965 Salutes"
with a folder for each state and Washington D.C. Each state's folder includes information about the
state (Capitol, number of counties, square miles, flower, bird and more) and the operations of
Equitable in that state. The state is pictured on each cover located where it is located inside the
Continental map (Alaska and Hawaii are just pictured in the center of the map).There are also 3
pages for filling information about "My Day at the New York World's Fair". Size: Closed: 5 1/4"
wide by 7 1/2" high. Open: 21" wide by 7 1/2" high. Condition: Most folders are Mint and a few are
Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 36

Lot # 376 - Broadside for "Central Tours to New York" with a picture of the Unisphere surrounded
fair buildings. This was published by The "New York Central" Railroad. Size: 2 5/8" high by 5
15/16" wide. Condition: Fine, There is paper missing at the top where the hole for hanging is, a little
edge damage and a few creases from being stored all these years.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 377 - Large Pencil with the "Unisphere", "Electric Power and Light", "Solar Fountain", "Swiss
Sky Ride", "General Motors" pictured on an orange background. "1964 - New York World's Fair 1965" is written in large letters across the pencil. The original tassel is hanging from the eraser end.
Size: 10" long by 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 378 - Plastic badge that glows in the dark from the Ford pavilion with "Ford" logo at top, an
embossed image of the pavilion in the center and "New York" at the bottom. These badges were
given away after riding the Skyway ride in the pavilion. You would tell them where you were from
and they would give you a badge with that state or country name. Size: 2 1/4" wide by 1 5/8" high.
Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 379 - "Festival of Gas" fold over tab pin with the gas design. Size: 1" wide by 2" high.
Condition: Very Fine with a few light scratchs.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 380 - Elongated Lincoln Cent with "The Unisphere" in the center and "New York World's
Fair" above. On the left is "1964" and on the right is "1965". The reverse has a darkened image of a
1956 cent. On the obverse you can see the wreath on the back of the coin. Size: 1 9/16" wide by 3/4"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a bit of darkening.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 381 - Book, "A Visit to the New York World's Fair". This is "The Official" "World's Fair
Story Book". Inside are 28 pages of drawings and the story of Wendy and Peter's visit to the fair.
Published by "Spertus Publishing Company, New York". Size: 7 1/8" wide by 10 3/8" high.
Condition: Fine, there is a little damage to the top of the spine and corners and a little wear to the
covers.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 382 - Key Chain with World's Fair Key Blank. The top of the key has the Unisphere with blue
and orange enamel paint covering the oceans. Size: Overall length 5" long by 1 1/8" wide.
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$9

Lot # 383 - Plastic money folder given out by "First National City Bank", "the only bank at the
Fair". The other side pictures the Unisphere and "© New York World's Fair 1964-1965". Inside there
is the original paper insert that explains how you put your paper money into the wallet so that you
can pull the bills out the slot without opening the wallet all the way. Size: Closed: 3 7/8" wide by 3"
high. (shown open) Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 384 - Set of 3 bicycle License Plates. Each with a name, "Randy", "Kent" & "Dale" and at the
bottom is "NY World's Fair". The colors are orange letters on a black background. Size: Each is 4"
wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Each is Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 385 - "Ladies Rain Cape" in the original plastic pouch. The cape is clear plastic with White
Unispheres and blue dots printed all over it. The paper insert (that is the original advertising cover)
pictures the Unisphere in the traditional blue and orange colors with the copyright. I have not
removed it from the pouch. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 4" high. The rain cape is described as "Size: Petite
fits sizes 8-14" Condition: Mint in the original package. Package is Extremely Fine with a little
soiling and light creases to the advertising cover.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 386 - "Magic Coin Purse", "Opens from either side" (as stated on the included piece of paper).
This triangular shaped plastic coin purse has the same image on both sides. It pictures Wendy and
Peter holding a blue and orange balloons that have the Unisphere picture on them with "World's
Fair", "New York 1964-1965 Official Souvenir written to the left. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 3 1/4" high.
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 387 - "World's Fair Merchandise Sale Catalog". This is an 80 page soft cover book that lists
items that were at the fair that can be purchased after the fair closes. This catalog offers everything
from whole buildings, "Pagoda Style Pavilion" or a complete 1903 Illions Carousel with "one of the
world's largest band organs" to furniture, plumbing equipment, restaurant and kitchen equipment,
items that were displayed in the pavilions, and even an elephant foot stool. There are many pictures
of the items. This is an interesting book that shows how useful items were disbursed after the fair
closed. This book was mailed to me after the fair closed (address sticker is still on the back). Size: 8
1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a few crease on the cover.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 388 - "Monorail Pioneer" patch on original waxy paper. The patch is orange and has the
"AMF" logo in the center and "New York World's Fair 1964-65" written at the bottom. These were
given to people who rode the monorail. Patrons would proudly where the patch on their shirts all day
long at the fair. Size: Patch is 2 1/2" wide by 2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 389 - Set of 10 Book Covers. Each cover pictures the Unisphere with "New York World's Fair
1964-1965" printed above. Around the border are pictures of many different pavilions. At the right
and left, the part that would be folded behind the book's cover, are places to write your name and
make notes. Each cover features a large picture of a different pavilion including: "New York State",
"Hawaii", "Swiss Sky Ride", "Sudan", "Port Of New York Authority" (Heliport), "United States",
"Solar Fountain", "Hong Kong", Festival of "Gas" and "Astral Fountain". Size: Each cover is 20"
wide by 13" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 390 - Drink Coaster with a glass or plastic bottom that has a picture underneath. The picture
has a red background and a picture of the Unisphere in silver with "New York World's Fair" above
and "1964-1965" below. It has original gold colored paper label on bottom. Size: 3 1/16" diameter.
Condition: Extremely Fine, but it has sticker residue on the glass and the bottom (easy to clean off).
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 391 - First Day of Issue Cachet Cover with official Postage Stamp for the fair. The picture is
of the Unisphere with the Rocket Thrower in front. "Peace Through Understanding" and "Official
First Day Cover" is written on it. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 392 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Pictures Unisphere in the center with "1964 - 1965" above.
Around the edge is "Peace through Understanding" and "New York World's Fair". Reverse: Pictures
the Unisphere with flags to the right and the New York Skyline in the background. Around the top is
"New York World's Fair" and in small writing at the bottom "Morley Studios". Size: 1 3/8"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine, some surface wear.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 393 - Sticker "Guest of Dynamic Maturity Pavilion", "Special Services for Older Persons",
"Sponsored by American Association of Retired Persons" and "National Retired Teachers
Association". Older visitors would stick this sticker on their shirt and would get special treatment at
various pavilions. Size: 3" wide by 2" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 394 - Ticket: "Child 25 ¢" "(Two to Twelve Years) when accompanied by adult", "Good only
Mondays and Fridays during July, August and Thru September 10, 1965". The ticket is numbered
"A 759820". The Unisphere is printed lightly in the background and there is a copyright statement at
the top. Size: 2" wide by 2" high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 395 - Coupon Booklet: "Free Discount Booklet to the World's Fair ! $50 Value, Over 114
Bonus Coupons". "Puts $50 in cash savings back in Your Pocket!". Complete. Size: 4 1/16" wide
by 7 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, cover a little worn and faded. The coupons are blue and bright.
All the coupons are completely attached.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 396 - Ticket for "One Free Ride on the U.S. Royal Giant Tire at the New York World's Fair".
This ticket is "No. 4749". Size: 3 3/4" wide by 2 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is a crease
down the center.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 397 - Ticket to the "Round Trip Boat Ticket", "Ice-Travaganza Cruise to the Opening of the
World's Fair", "Wednesday, April 22, 1964". This ticket is complete with stub. This is a rare opening
day event ticket. Size: 6 1/4" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 398 - "Dynamic Maturity Pavilion Preferential Entry Ticket to Chrysler Pavilion" dated by
hand "5/15". This ticket was issued at the Dynamic Maturity Pavilion to persons over the age of 65
so that they would not have to wait in line at other pavilions. These tickets are hard to find in this
condition. Size: 4" wide by 2" high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 399 - Proclamation: "New York World's Fair Proclaims" _____ (blank) "to be" _____ (blank)
"and extends a most cordial welcome on behalf of the Officers of the Fair Corporation, our
Exhibitors and Participants" with the simulated signature of "Robert Moses, President" printed on
heavy paper. Size: 10" wide by 14" high. Condition: Excellent, slight corner bend.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 400 - Sign: "New York World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation....Appoints" blank space "As an
Official New York World's Fair Ticket and Information Center" with simulated signatures of "Erwin
Witt, Comptroller" and "Robert Moses, President" printed on thin cardboard. Size: 14 7/8" wide by
10 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 401 - Invitation to "a Chinese opera performance at the Pavilion of the World's Fair" to
celebrate "China Day at the New York World's Fair 1964-65" This is printed in raised writing on a
stiff white card. Size: 5 13/16" wide by 4 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, one tiny dent in card
and one small spot.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 402 - Bookmark made of thin cardboard picturing the Pepsi Pavilion with "It's a Small World"
and "a salute to UNICEF" printed above. The back pictures a drawing of the "Tower of the Four
Winds" mobile with information about the pavilion. Size: 7" wide by 2 1/16" high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 403 - Program for the opening day ceremonies issued by the "Post Office Department". The
cover has "Commemorates The New York World's Fair April 22, 1964". This is a folder. Inside are
places for First Day Covers' envelope and stamp, these are not included. On the opposite page is the
program of the opening ceremony including all the speakers, "Harry S. Truman", The President,
Robert Moses, Mayor Wagner, the "Postmaster General Dedication of Commemorative Stamp and
the Embossed Envelope" and "Mrs. Indira Gandhi representing the exhibiting nations of the world".
Size: 8" wide by 10" high. Condition" Very Fine, there is a fold down the center and a few light
creases.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 404 - Booklet, "Report to Directors at the July 8, 1965 Meeting", "New York World's Fair
1964-1965 Corporation". This 8 page booklet including the covers discusses the work that went on
during the winter and suggestions on how to improve attendance. Size: 3 15/16" wide by 8 13/16"
high. Condition: Very Fine only because there is a light stain on the cover.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 405 - Booklet, "Post-Fair Engineering Report ... Flushing Meadow" published by the "New
York World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation". Inside are 14 pages of pictures and ground plan of what
will remain after the fair is torn down. Also descriptions of the areas, cost expectations and a
schedule. Size: 11" wide by 8 5/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 406 - "Official Souvenir Map New York World's Fair 1964/1965". Open it up and it shows a
drawing of every building on the grounds along with the name of the pavilion. The other side shows
a road map "Approaches to the Fair". Size: Closed: 4 7/8" wide by 9 1/ 4" high. Open: 25 1/ 2" wide
by 33" high. Condition: Very Fine, some damage to the cover corners, the inside map is Extremely
Fine with one 1/2" tear on a seam.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 407 - Map given away by "Chevron Dealer" of the "New York World's Fair and Highway
Approaches". Size: Closed: 3 3/4" wide by 6 1/16" high. Open: 11 5/16" wide by 17 15/16" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 408 - Misprinted 1965 Greyhound Bus Map of Fairgrounds. The alignment between the blue
and the white background is off by 3/16" on one side. The map is "How to see the New York
World's Fair Quickly Comfortably Completely 1965". As stated on the back cover, this folder shows
"Routes Transportation and tours within the fair grounds" "Go Greyhound...and leave the driving to
us" with Unisphere on back cover. Inside pictures 6 maps of the different bus routes and a list of all
the exhibits. If this were a stamp it would be very valuable, but as a World's Fair object I will let you
decide the value. Size closed: 3 3/4 inches wide by 6 3/4 inches tall. Size open: 14 1/2 inches wide
by 19 7/8 inches high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 409 - Folder for "The Asea High-Voltage Powerama", the exhibit in the Swedish Pavilion. The
folder opens to 6 sides on each side. Size: Closed: 3 7/8" wide by 9" high. Open: 21" wide by 9"
high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 410 - Folder for "Fabulous Florida at the New York World's Fair 1964-1965". The Florida
tower is pictured on the cover. It opens to 4 pages on each side with pictures of the pavilion, dolphin
show, inside the pavilion and lists all the attractions in the pavilion. Size: Closed: 4" wide by 9"
high. Open: 15 3/4" wide by 9" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 411 - Folder "The Travelers at the New York World's Fair" picturing their pavilion on the
cover. Inside shows all the pictures of their exhibit, 'The Triumph of Man', dioramas with the text
that you hear written below. There are also architectural renderings of other pavilions at the fair.
Size: Closed: 3 5/8" wide by 8 7/16" high. Open: 21 1/2" wide by 8 7/16" high. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 412 - Folder "Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts", "New York's New Center of
Attraction", "Why you should see it". The folder opens to 4 pages wide with pictures and
information about the center. On the back is "During Lincoln Center World's Fair Festival..." Size:
Closed: 3 15/16" wide by 9" high. Open: 15 7/8" wide by 9" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 413 - Ford Motor Company Booklet, "Lincoln - Mercury Treasury of World's Fair and New
York Attractions" with a broad view of the fair grounds at dusk with the Ford pavilion and the cars
of the "Magic Skyway" large on the left side. Inside are 64 pages of information and color pictures
(some photos and some drawings) mostly of the fair, but also information about New York City. 12
pages are devoted to the Ford pavilion (there is also a photograph of the miniature villages you see
while you wait in line for the Skyway ride). Size: 5" wide by 7" high. Condition: Very Fine, there
are some creases to the edge of the cover and a little corner damage on the cover.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 414 - "1964 New York Mets Official Schedule" picturing the new "Home of the New York
Mets at the World's Fair" picturing the Mets logo and the Unisphere logo. Inside is the 1964 Mets
Season schedule. On the back are start times and ticket prices (A Box Seat is $ 3.50). Size: 5 11/16"
by 3 1/2". Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 415 - "Mormon Pavilion" folder pictures the Pavilion on the cover and describes the movie
"Man's Search for Happiness". Inside it opens to eight panels with color pictures of the journey of
the Mormons and the story of Jesus. Size: Closed: 3 5/8" wide by 9 3/8" high. Open: 29" wide by 9
3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a crease in the bottom right corner and slight age
darkening.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 416 - Printout from the "Johnson's Wax Golden Rondelle" answer computer. This card was
printed on "Jun 23, 65". This answer explains that "Shoe Polish does not make shoes crack." There
are holes on the sides so the card could be fed through the printer using sprocket wheels. Size: 8 1/2"
wide by 4" high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 417 - Envelope that photographs were delivered in after they were developed. This envelope
pictures a drawing of the "Kodak Pavilion" on the front. On the back is the Unisphere in orange and
blue with "Take Pictures at the World's Fair" along with a picture of a box of Kodak Film with
"Save the fun and excitement on dependable Kodak Film". Inside is a silver sticker explaining how
to set exposures. Size: 6 3/4" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, there are a couple of 1/4"
tears at the top of the envelope.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 418 - Sheet of writing paper from "The Parker Pen Pavilion New York World's Fair". At the
bottom of the page is a drawing of the pavilion and "Peace through Understanding through Writing".
This sheet of paper was supposed to be used to write to the new pen pal that you were given at the
pavilion. Size: 7 1/4" wide by 10 1/2" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 419 - Business size Envelope from "Mexico", "New York World's Fair 1964-65" with the
Unisphere in yellow, blue and purple with a golden Aztec eagle next to it in the upper left hand
corner. There are 3 return addresses printed on the top of the envelope. Size: 9 7/16" wide by 4 7/8"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, the envelope is sealed closed and has a couple of small spots on the
front at right along with a small dent near the bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 420 - Large Postcard with large image of the Unisphere. On the back is "Theme Symbol of the
World's Fair" and "Progressive Publications Inc.", "© 1964 Unofficial Postcards". Size: 9" wide by
6" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 421 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "The Port of New York Authority
Heliport and Exhibit Building", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" with the "Unisphere" logo.
Pictures the Unisphere in a box at top right. Pictures a helicopter landing on the building. The edge
is serrated. Made by Dexter with number "DT-87418-B" Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 9/16" high.
Condition: Unused and Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 422 - Postcard for "The Asea Powerama", "Swedish Pavilion", "New York World's Fair".
Published by Dexter with number "89825-B". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Unused
and Very Fine, light stain in center.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 423 - Postcard for the "NCR World's Fair Pavilion". The picture is an architect's rendering of
the building. The card is published by "Colorcraft Studios" and is numbered "65574". Size: 5 1/2"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, there is slight damage to all corners.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 424 - Postcard with Color Photo picturing (marked on back) "Subway and Railroad Entrance
At The World's Fair, N.Y.C." Published by "Plastichrome" it is marked "An Unofficial
Reproduction" and is numbered "WF412". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Unused and
Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 425 - Postcard, pictures a night scene with the fireworks in the background of (marked on
back) "The Continental Insurance Companies Pavilion", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965".
Official postcard number "89814-B", by "Dexter Press Inc." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Unused and Very Fine, slight damage to upper right corner.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 426 - Color photo postcard picturing (marked on back) "Johnson's Wax Pavilion". Postcard
was made by "Progressive Publications Inc." "© 1964, Unofficial Postcards". "73824" is printed in
small letters on the back. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Unused and Very Fine, slight
damage to top corners.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 427 - Postcard "Kennedy Circle Looking Southwest At the World's Fair, N.Y.C." (marked on
back). Published by "Plastichrome" it is marked "An Unofficial Reproduction" and is numbered
"WF409". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Unused and Very Fine, small light edge
stain on back only.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 428 - Postcard of "The Wall of Peace", "Scene of the American-Israel Pavilion" (marked on
back), "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Published by American-Israel World's Fair Corp.".
This card was "made by Dexter Press" and is numbered "88303-B". Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high.
Condition: Unused and Extremely Fine, a little corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 429 - Postcard of "The Rug Weavers", "Scene of the American-Israel Pavilion" (marked on
back), "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Published by American-Israel World's Fair Corp.".
This card was "made by Dexter Press" and is numbered "88297-B". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 9/16"
high. Condition: Unused and Extremely Fine, a little corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 430 - Postcard of "Tyrannosaurus Rex", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" and marked
"Official World's Fair Post Cards by Dexter, West Nyack, N. Y.". The Unisphere is pictured in the
upper right hand corner. The card is numbered "DT-88533-B". Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high.
Condition: Unused and Extremely Fine, slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 431 - Postcard of the "Avenue of Commerce At the World's Fair, N.Y.C." picturing the Pepsi
Pavilion in the center and GE on the left. Published by "Plastichrome" it is marked "An Unofficial
Reproduction" and is numbered "WF406". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Unused and
Extremely Fine, slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 432 - Postcard of the "Dynamic Maturity Pavilion" pictured on it. In front of the building is a
sun dial (placed there because they figure the old people don't know what a clock is and can only
read a sun dial). Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight corner
damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 433 - Postcard "The Equitable Life Assurance Society Pavilion and Demograph New York
World's Fair 1964-1965" (marked on back). On the back the preprinted message is "I'm at the
Equitable exhibit now, and the population of the country is ________". Then you fill in the blank
with the number that is being displayed on their population sign at that moment. Marked on back
"Color by Dexter Color New York, 274 Madison Ave., N.Y.C." with the number 80486-B". Size: 5
1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Near Mint and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 434 - Postcard of "The Travelers Insurance Companies Pavilion". This pictures an artist
rendering of the building. "Color by Dexter Color New York" with the number "77765-B". Size: 5
7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: Expo 67 - Montreal (435 to 439)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 435 - "Your Information Kit for Expo 67" that was given out by the "Quebec Government
House" located in "Rockefeller Center New York, N.Y. 10020", "The Tourist Bureau". It includes:
"The World Festival of Entertainment !" that lists all the events and their dates that will appear at
Expo 67; "A Message to Prospective Visitors to Expo 67 in Montreal"; A list of places you can buy
your tickets to Expo 67. Size: Large envelope is 12 1/2" wide by 9 1/2" high. Condition: Overall
Excellent with the exception that the "Message" letter has a stain at the top of the page.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 436 - Booklet for "Union of Soviet Socialist Republic", "1917", "1967" with a picture of their
pavilion on the cover. Inside are pictures of industrial and farm equipment, statistics showing the
growth of consumer products, political information and much more. Size: 8 3/8" wide by 8 1/2" high
with 48 pages. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight damage to bottom right corner.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 437 - Booklet "Australia at Expo 67". Tells what you will see in the pavilion followed by 30+
pages of wonderful information about Australia. Size: 5 1/4" wide by 8 1/4" high. 34 pages.
Condition: Extremely Fine, pages are a little age toned.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 438 - "Expo Journal Man and his World" published "December 1965, Vol. 2, No. 11". This 12
page newspaper is full of stories about the Expo with photos of dignitaries, infrastructures and
proposals of pavilion's features. A very interesting read. Size: 11 1/2" wide by 15 1/2" high.
Condition: Excellent with a bit of yellowing of the newsprint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 439 - Large envelope that was mailed by the "Canadian Corporation for the 1967 World
Exhibition" to me in 1965. Size: 15" wide by 9 1/4" high. Condition: Good, it has been used opened
and has many edge tears.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Category: 1968 San Antonio World's Fair (440 to 440)
Held in San Antonio, Texas

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 440 - Block of 6 U.S. Postage stamps commemorating the "Hemisfair '68". These stamps are 6
cents each. The selvage at the bottom has the words "Mail Early in the Day" printed on it. Size: 3"
wide and 4 1/8" high. Condition: Mint and never hinged.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: 1974 Spokane World's Fair (441 to 441)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 441 - First Day of Issue Cachet Cover with official Postage Stamp designed by Peter Max. The
picture on the cover is a Peter Max scene of a stream with a deer drinking from it with "Preserve the
Environment" written above. Also marked "Colorano 'silk' Cachet". Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$5

Category: 1982 World's Fair Knoxville (442 to 443)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 442 - Baby's Tee Shirt in pink with logo in the center and "The 1982 World's Fair", "MayOctober, 1982", "Knoxville, Tennessee". Size: 11" wide (edge of sleeve to edge of sleeve) by 11"
high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 443 - Wallet with picture of Sunsphere in front of red, orange and yellow rainbow, with "The
1982 World's Fair", "Knoxville, Tennessee" around it. Inside the wallet is a place for bills, change
and plastic sleeves for pictures and credit cards. The wallet snaps closed. Size: Open: 8 3/4" wide by
3 3/16". Closed: 4 5/8" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Category: 1984 Louisiana World Exposition (444 to 445)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 444 - Ceramic Vase picturing Pelican and flowers on the side. Printed on the bottom is marked
"Louisiana World Exposition 1984". Two original stickers with "Lefton" printed on it are still on the
side. Size: 61/2" tall by 1 7/8" wide at the base. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 445 - Enamel Pelican pin with "World's Fair '84" written underneath. The baked enamel is
white, blue and yellow. The Pelican, known as Semore D. Fair, is blowing into a trumpet (New
Orleans is known as the birthplace of Jazz). This pin is on the original card in the original plastic
bag. Size: Pin: 1 1/8" high by 3/4" wide. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Category: Modern Reference Books (446 to 450)
Here we offer the World's Fair Collector an opportunity to add books containing historical information about Expositions in the past.
These books contain perspective that can only be appreciated when looking back at these marvelous events.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 446 - "World's Fair" Newsletter, Volume 1, Number 2, from Spring 1981. This was a
newsletter that was published quarterly for a few years. This issue contained a preview of Epcot,
"Little Egypt at Chicago", a "Knoxville Update" and more. Size: 9 1/4" wide by 12" high with 16
pages. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 447 - 10 photos of the Ford exhibit, 2 are outside the ride and 8 are inside the ride. These
prints were made in the 1970s. The images are a bit fuzzy as they were probably printed from color
slides. Size: One is 3 1/2" square and the others are all about 5" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: The
pictures are excellent and undamaged.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 448 - Paper Shopping Bag from "Expo 2010 Shanghai China". This bag is from the "Licensed
Products Store". There are 2 string handles. Size: Open: 9" wide by 2 3/4" deep by 9" tall.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 449 - Color print of the exterior of the Florida Pavilion printed in 1976. Size: 10" wide by 8"
high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 450 - Lapel Pin issued by the "World's Fair Collectors Society", "Founded 1968" in the 1990s.
The colors are blue, white, red, yellow and black. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1
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